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CRRES/SPACERAD Experiment Descriptions

'-" I. Introduction

The Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) Program is a

joint U.S. Air Force/National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) pro-

gram to perform chemical releases in the near-Earth environment and to meas'ire

the near-Earth radiation environment and its effects on state-of-the-art micro-

electronics devices and other spacecraft components. The CRRFS Program is

jointly managed by the Air Force Space Test Program Office at Space Division

(SD/YC) and the NASA Marshall Spaceflight Center. The program is mutually be-

neficial to both agencies because both perform missions in and through near-Farth

space.

The CRRES Program supports, among other experiments, the Air Force Geo-

physics Laboratory (AFGL) Space Radiation Effects Program (SPACERAD). The

SPACERAD Program is a comprehensive space- and ground-test program to:

(a) measure radiation-induced single event upsets (SEUs) and total dose de-

gradation of state-of-the-art microelectronic devices [to include VHSIC (Very High

Speed Integrated Circuit) and gallium arsenide (GaAs) devices] in a known space

environment;

(b) perform laboratory radiation response and annealing characterizations of

parts identical to those which are space tested, and model selected devices for
total dose, dose rate, and SEU effects;

(c) develop algorithms to relate space performance of microelectronic compo-

(Received for publication 23 January 1985)
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nents to ground test procedures, and update existing radiation ground test guide-

lines to simulate more accurately the space behavior of microelectronic devices;

(d) space qualify advanced technology microelectronic devices for use in op-

. erational DOD satellite systems; and

(e) update the static models of the radiation belts and develop the first dynamic

*models of the high energy particle populations in the near-Earth environment.

To accomplish the SPACERAD mission goals, AFGL has developed a space

experiment complement consisting of a microelectronics experiment package

(MEP), dosimeters, energetic particle detectors, space plasma detectors, and

wave and field (electric and magnetic) instruments. The experiments are to be

flown as a package on CRRES in FY87. The MEP will record SEUs and radiation
degradation as a function of orbital position, particle type, device geometry, de-

vice technology, device material, device operating conditions, etc. The other in-

strumentation will simultaneously measure the space environment.

During the SPACERAD portion of the mission, the CRRES satellite will have a

low inclination (less than 20 degrees), highly elliptical (400 km to 36, 600 kin) orbit

that will traverse the most radiation intense regions of the Earth's inner (proton

dominated) and outer (electron dominated) radiation belts. The satellite's three-

year mission goal is to attain a statistically significant data set for the empirical
analyses. The CRRES satellite is being built by Ball Aerospace Systems Division

under a NASA /Marshall contract. The Air Force Space Test Program Office at

Space Division is the DOD focal point for the satellite fabrication and integration.

The SPACERAD Program can be broken up into three main areas, the flight
experiments, the ground test programs, and the modeling efforts (Figure 1). The

flight experiments from SPACERAD and other supporting DOD programs will be

discussed at length in their various sections. Here, however, we present a brief

overview of the SPACERAD Program areas.

1. FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS

1.1 Microelectronics Package

Because the MEP is the critical mission payload for a successful SPACERAD

mission, great care is being taken to develop an optimal experiment. A working

team of experts in radiation hardness electronics testing has been established to

oversee the design and fabrication of the package, as well as to select the appro-

priate devices for testing and to develop appropriate space test procedures. The

working team consists of physicists and engineers from the Naval Research Labor-
atory (NRL), Rome Air Development Center (RADC), Air Force Weapons Labora-

tory (AFWL), NASA, Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), The Aerospace Corporation,

2
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Figure 1. Schematic of the CRRES/SPACERAD Program

Sandia National Laboratory. Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA), Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency (DARPA). industry, and universities. The devices to
be tested include RAMs, microprocessors. PROMs, ADCs. latches. inverters,

gate arrays, and special test circuits. The special test circuits are devices being

developed by JPL and NRL to test, on a single chip. different geometries, feature

sizes, and technologies. These devices should give us much needed insight into

device behavior for radiation modeling. The total test package device complement

includes approximately 65 device types and over 450 total test devices.

The MEP is jointly funded by the Air Force, the Navy, DNA, DARPA. and
NASA because it has wide ranging implications for future space systems. DARPA
is using the MEP to test its new gallium arsenide (GaAs) RAMs to verify their in-
trinsic total dose hardness and to get valuable information on their single event

upset (SEU) response. DNA is using the MEP to test several of its new processes

to harden chips. NASA is testing several specially designed CMOS chips to better

3



understand both SEU and total dose radiation degradation processes. The Navy

and the Air Force want data on devices presently planned for operational space

systems. VHSIC chips are being tested to obtain some early data on their radia-

tion response in space so their radiation characteristics can be better modeled and

their applicability for future space systems can be determined. Thus, the MEP

will test for total dose and SEU over a wide range of device types and technologies

important to the entire U.S. space community.

1.2 Particle Detectors

The particle detectors will measure the complete particle spectrum of elec-

trons, protons, and ions from a few eV to hundreds of MeV. About 20 separate

instruments will make the measurements. The time and spatial resolution of the

measurements will be the best ever measured over the entire energy spectrum

from a single satellite. The particle measurements will provide the data neces-

sary to determine the cause and effect relationships between microelectronic per-

formance and the space environment, since the two will be measured simultan-

eously. Direct measurements of the accumulated dose will also be available to

assess microelectronic performance and to test radiation transport codes.

1.3 Plasma and Wave Experiments

Two sets of 100 m tip-to-tip booms will measure the electric fields and plas-

ma density in the vicinity of the spacecraft. A fluxgate magnetometer will deter-

mine dc magnetic fields, and a search coil magnetometer will measure ac magne-

tic fields. The plasma and wave experiment data coupled with the particle data

will be used to study the wave-particle interactions (WPI) and dynamics that are

responsible for the filling and dumping of the radiation belts. These data will be

used to produce the first dynamic models of the radiation belts.

*2. GROUND TEST PROGRAMS

An equally important part of the total experiment is the ground testing. With-

out the ground test data, the space data is of limited use. To demonstrate the re-
lationships between ground and flight test results, the devices to be compared

should be manufactured at the same time under identical conditions. Therefore,

device manufacturers have been requested to supply devices from the same wafer

(lot) whenever possible and to include full documentation of the fabrication and

test procedures.

4qb
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2.1 SEU Ground Testing

The SEU ground testing will be performed by JPL and The Aerospace Corpor-

ation at suitable accelerator facilities. All device types will receive irradiations

sufficient to determine the linear energy transfer (LET) threshold and maximum

cross section at high LET for the device. The test species will range from

130 MeV krypton ions to about 30 MeV protons depending on the device susceptibi-

lity.

2.2 Total Dose Testing

In the total dose area, there are indications that present laboratory test tech-

niques do not accurately reflect dose degradation in space. Current Mil Standard

radiation tests with Co60 do not accurately represent the full spectrum of the par-

ticle environment seen in space, and the high dose rate testing does not properly

account for annealing in the space environment. The total dose ground tests will

consist of standard 883B Co60 tests as well as Co60 tests at lower dose rates, and

proton and electron tests at both accelerated dose rates and dose rates comparable

to those measured in space. The devices irradiated by Co60 will be stored under

bias and allowed to anneal over one year, with post irradiation characterizations

made at scheduled intervals.

2.3 Special Testing

A limited amount of special testing with high energy electrons and protons

will be performed to address questions of interface state production, charge trap-

ping, dose enhancement, and total-dose effects on SEU sensitivities.

3. MODELING

Both device modeling and environment modeling will be performed.

3.1 Device Modeling

Device modeling will provide the foundation for predicting both SEUs and

space life expectancy for electronic components in the space environment. The

modeling effort will not duplicate other more comprehensive modeling programs

such as the DNA/DARPA Tree Core Single Event Program, but will verify and

improve existing models and modeling techniques using the space test data. The

modeling effort will pay particular attention to providing methods for devices still

to be developed and not just those specific devices tested as part of SPACERAD.

5
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* 3.2 Environment Modeling

Existing radiation belt models are static and useful only for long-term (6

months or longer) average conditions. Also, the existing midels are made up
primarily of data sets that were taken in the mid-sixties. These data sets were

often not well calibrated, lacked pitch angle information, and did not contain ion

species information. The experiment complement on SPACERAD will be cross-

calibrated, contain ion data, have excellent pitch angle and energy resolution, and

will provide a simultaneous data set over all energies. The data from these ex-

periments will extend the existing static radiation models in energy range, par-

ticle type, pitch angle, and time resolution. That data will also permit develop-

ment of the first dynamic radiation belt models.

4. SUMMARY

In conclusion, the SPACFRAD program as described in this section will meas-

ure radiation induced SEUs and total dose degradation in state-of-the-art micro-

electronic devices, VHSIC test chips, and advanced material (GaAs) devices both

. in a known space envircnment and at particle accelerator facilities. The space

flight results will characterize in-space device performance and determine the

validity of ground test procedures, device models, upset/degradation prediction

codes, and environmental models. The program is being coordinated by the best

radiation-test experts in government and industry, most of whom are participat-

ing. The program has all the ingredients necessary to accelerate the transfer of

new technology microelectronic devices into future space systems and to provide

ground test guidelines for testing future devices for the space environment.

This document presents preliminary descriptions of the SPACERAD and other

DOD Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO) instruments to facilitate plans for the

comprehensive analysis of the data by the SPACERAD science team and other in-

terested investigators. A summary chart of the SPACERAD experiments listed by

experiment number is given in Table 1. Also listed are the agencies contributing

to design and fabrication of the experiments. The additional experiments described

are supported by the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (Gallium Arse-

nide Solar Cell Panel) and the Office of Naval Research (Lockheed Low and Medium

Energy Ion Mass Spectrometers; Lockheed Electron and Proton Spectrometers;

and the University of Chicago High Energy. Heavy Nuclei Composition Experiment).
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11. Orbital and Spacecraft Parameters

The CRRES mission sequence is as follows: The satellite will be Shuttle

launched, deployed from the Shuttle the first day in orbit, spun up to approximately

20 rpm, and remain at the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) for approximately 60 days while

chemical release experiments are conducted. After the LEO mission. the satellite

will be boosted into a Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO) by a boost motor. Hy-

drazine motors will then raise perigee to 400 kin. The satellite will remain in

GTO exercising the elliptical orbit experiments, including SPACERADo for the re-

mainder of its lifetime. The sequence is illustrated in Figure 2. The orbit para-

meters for the mission are:

LEO GTO

Altitude: 300 ± 50 km 400 km x 35, 800kin

Inclination: 28.50 < 28.50

Duration: 45-60 days 3 years +

In GTO, the orbital period will be -10. 5 hours, and the rate of precession of the

line of apside s, -, 0. 6* per day. The satellite will spin at a rate near 2 rpm. and

the spin vector of the satellite will be actively controlled to point toward the Sun.

A view of CHRtES as designed by Ball Aerospace. the satellite contractor, is

shown in Figure 3. The satellite body is octagonal. with the center removed for

holding the boost motor. The large solar arrays on top provide the spacecraft

power. The main body of the satellite is approximately 3 m wide and 1 m high.
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Four of the eight compartments on the sides of the satellite will contain chemical

canisters, and four will contain experiments and subsystems. Some of the exper-

iments will be mounted externally, as will the experiment booms.

All SPACERAD experiments are mounted on the sides and top of the satellite.

with the wire booms extending from the top of the satellite and the magnetometer

boom from Compartment 2. A cut-away of CRRES perpendicular to the spin axis

is shown in Figure 4. Even-numbered compartments contqin scientific instru-

ments; odd-numbered compartments contain chemical canisters. Table 2 is a list

of the SPACERAD and supportive experiments with their locations (compartment

number, top or bottom).
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Table 2. SPACERAD Instrumant Locations and Line of Sight

COMPARTMENT/
DESCRIPTION LOCATION LINE OF SIGHT

AFGL- 701- IA MICROELECTRONICS 8 IN SPIN PLANE
'!AFGL-701-IB INTERNAL DISCHARGE MONITOR 8 IN SPIN PLANE

AFGL-701-2 DOSIMETER 8 IN SPIN PLANE

AFGL-701-3 MOS DOSIMETER 8 IN SPIN PLANE

AFGL-701-4 HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS 4 IN SPIN PLANE

AFGL-701-5 MEDIUM ELECTRONS A 4 IN SPIN PLANE

AFGL-701-5 MEDIUM ELECTRONS B 4 25 BELOW SPIN PLANE

AFGL-701-6 LOW ENERGY PLASMA 8 IN SPIN PLANE

AFGL-701-7A RANGE TELESCOPE 4 IN SPIN PLANE

AFGL-701-7B PROTON SWITCH 4 IN SPIN PLANE

AFGL-701-8, -9 PROTEL 4 IN SPIN PLANE.

AFGL-701-11 HIGH MASS IONS A 4 IN SPIN PLANE

AFGL-701-11 HIGH MASS IONS B 4 IN SPIN PLANE

AFGL-701-11 HIGH MASS IONS C 4 IN SPIN PLANE

AFAPL-801 SOLAR PANEL TOP SPIN PLANE

AFAPL-801 HEATED SOLAR PANEL TOP SPIN PLANE

ONR-307-3 SEP SENSOR BOTTOM 30-, 70- FROM-Z

ONR-307-8 LEHI MASS SPEC. BOTTOM 45' FROM -Z

ONR-307-8 LEHI MASS SPEC. BOTTOM 75° FROM -Z

ONR-307-8 HEHI MASS SPEC. " BOTTOM 75° FROM -Z

ONR-604 ISOTOPES IN FLARES 8 IN SPIN PLANE

12
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111. Engineering Experiments

Overview

?'4

"," High energy particles can degrade the performance of spacecraft in several
Sways. Treengineering experiments are being fonon CRE omeasure dele-

!€.7 terious effects of the harsh near-Earth high energy particle environment. The

, three experiments are the Microelectronics Package (MEP), the Internal Discharge
' Monitor (IDM), and the Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) Solar Cell Panel Experiment.

" i The MEP will measure single event upsets (SEUs), total dose, and dose rate ef-

fects on advanced technology microelectronic devices. The IDM will measure arc

discharges caused by deep dielectric charging in semiconductor materials typically

. used in or on operational spacecraft. The Solar Cell Experiment will measure the

performance characteristics of advanced GaAs solar cells as they degrade in the

".,' radiation environment. Spacecraft degradation in the form of SEUs, radiation dose
~degradation, and arc discharging are discussed below.

SEUs are changes in the logic state of memories. microprocessors, and other

microelectronic devices resulting from energy deposited from a single, highly

energetic particle traversing the device or initiating a nuclear reaction within it.

"," The resulting errors can be either soft (the cause of incorrect logic execution in
~the system until it is properly reset or reinitialized) or hard (permanent changes

,'.. that can prevent the proper function of the device and, in extreme cases, the sys-

, tern). At present, hard errors are less probable than soft errors, but this may

change as the size of device elements decreases.

13
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Total-dose effects in electronics parts appear as changes in the operational

electrical parameters of the parts. In semiconductor devices, electron-hole pairs

(excess charge carriers) are generated, and charges are trapped in the oxide lay-

ers until the accumulated trapped charge reaches a level where the device can no

longer function as designed. The parameter changes are a function of the total

dose received and the electrical bias condition of the device during irradiation.

They are also a function of the rate and duration of the irradiation.

In addition to contributing to decreased lifetime because of total dose absorbed,

high dose-rates can temporarily cause certain devices to operate out of specifica-

tion or to cease functioning altogether. The upsets can last from seconds to hours

depending on the type of electronics. High dose rates become more critical as a

spacecraft gets older since the total dose already absorbed has reduced the amount

of radiation necessary to create an anomaly. Therefore, in predicting frequency

and periods of satellite upsets, dose rate is a critical parameter.

High energy particles (above ~200 keV) can deposit charge in satellite dielec-

trics and build up electric fields large enough to cause breakdowns and discharges.

Energy from discharges in cable dielectrics and printed circuit boards can couple

directly into electronic components, and, in an extreme case, can cAuse burn-out.

Although other missions, such as SCATHA, have looked at surface. charging ef-

fects, no experimental results exist for deep dielectric chargin, in a simultan-

eously measured radiation belt environment. Testing many di.ferent dielectric

materials will help determine which ones are less sensitive t discharging in

space. Interpretation of the engineering experiments depend., on the simultaneous

measurement of particle and field parameters.

14
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1. The SPACERAD Microelectronics
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James C. Ritter, Arthur B. Campbell, Robert Wettingfeld
Naval Research Laboratory
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Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
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Warren C. Tolman
Assurance Technology Corporation

Carlisle, MA 01741

and

Richard Gonyea
Telenetics Corporation

Pikesville, MD 21208

1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the SPACERAD Microelectronics Experiment is to study radia-
tion induced single event upsets (SEUs) and total dose damage in advanced micro-
electronic devices in the measured space environment and at particle accelerators.
The space experiment will monitor the operations of state-of-the-art silicon de-
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vices, VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit) devices, and advanced mater-

ial devices such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) random access memories (RAMs).

The devices have been selected because of their present and proposed use in DOD

and NASA space programs and their scientific interest, such as comparison of
feature sizes, technologies, or materials, etc. The space experiment is comple-

mented by ground test and device modeling programs to provide a direct compar-

ison of their data with space measurements. Ground testing of devices from the

same lot and wafer (when available) will be used in conjunction with present radi-

ation belt and device models to predict, prior to flight, the expected SEUs in

space.
The satellite contains a complete set of particle instruments to measure si-

multaneously the cosmic rays, high energy protons, and high energy electrons in

the space environment. Thus, the SEUs and the total-dose damagewill be direct-

ly related to the particle environments producing them. Space results will check
model predictions and determine the validity of ground test procedures and exist-

ing device models.

The primary scientific objectives of the experiment are:

(1) To determine SEU rates in an elliptical orbit as a function of orbital posi-
tion, particle type, device feature size, technology, material, total dose, and

operating conditions;

(2) To compare measured SEU rates in space to predicted rates based on de-

vice modeling, to correlate SEU rates in measured space particle environments to

measured rates in simulated environments in the laboratory;

(3) To compare total-dose effects observed in measured space environments

with preflight laboratory tests, with postflight simulations, and with model pre-

dictions;

(4) To measure SEU and total-dose effects in space radiation environments

for state-of-the-art VHSICs, GaAs RAMs, and microprocessors that are used in

or proposed for DOD and NASA space programs; and

(5) To develop testing and modeling procedures and feature-size scaling fac-

tors that can be used with the SPACERAD dynamic radiation belt models to pre-
dict SEU rates, and device degradation and annealing factors for future devices

not tested in the SPACERAD program.

This is the first comprehensive, systematic SEU experiment ever to be per-

formed on a satellite. Inadvertent "experiments" have occurred on a variety of

operational spacecraft. However, during those events, the particle environments

were not simultaneously measured. Some total dose measurements have previ-

ously been made in space, but never with such an extensive complement of state-

of-the-art devices nor with simultaneous particle measurements. This space

measurement program is the only one to be backed up with extensive ground tests

16
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on devices from the same lot and wafer and with detailed device modeling and

analysis.

2. APPLICATION

The basic suggestion that SEUs might be due to cosmic rays was made by

Wallmark and Marcus. 1 The first observation and corresponding explanation was2
made by Binder et al. Both of these papers were initially generally ignored. The

field became active in 1978 with the discovery of alpha particle induced upsets by
3

May and Woods, and further discussion of cosmic ray induced upsets by Pickel

and Blandford. 4 In 1979, Guenzer et al 5 showed that SEUs could be produced in-

directly by particles from nuclear reactions induced by energetic neutrons and
protons, and Wyatt et al 6 reported upsets produced by energetic protons. These

two papers spurred DNA and DARPA to establish the first comprehensive research

program on single-event radiation effects in microcircuits. Also in 1979, Kola-

sinski et al 7 reported the first single heavy ion induced latchup, and Sivo et al 8

performed model calculations to interpret this result. A basic approach to cosmic

ray upset rates was presented by Pickel and Blandford, resulting in what they

- .'called the CRIER (Cosmic Ray Induced Error Rate Analysis) code.

1. Wallmark, J. T., and Marcus, S.M. (1962) Minimum size and maximum pack-

ing density of nonredundant semiconductor devices, Proc. IRE 286.

2. Binder, D., Smith, E.C., and Holman, A.B. (1975) Satellite anomalies from
galactic cosmic rays, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. (NS-22) 7:2675.

3. May. Timothy C., and Woods, Murray H. (1979) Alpha-particle-induced soft
errors in dynamic memories, IEEE Trans. Electron Devices (ED-26) 1:2.

4. Pickel. J. C. , and Blandford, J. T. , Jr. (1978) Cosmic ray induced errors in
MOS memory cells, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. (NS-25) 6:1166.

5. Guenzer, C.S., Wolicki, E.A., and Allas, R.G. (1979) Single event upset of
dynamic RAMs by neutrons and protons, IEEE Trans, Nucl. Sic (NS-26)
6:5048.

6. Wyatt, R. C., McNulty, P. J., Toumbas, P., Rothwell, P. L., and Filz, R. C.
(1979) Soft errors induced by energetic protons, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Si.
(NS-26) 6:4905.

7. Kolasinski, W.A., Blake, J.B., Anthony, J.K., Price, W.E., and Smith,
E.C. (1979) Simulation of cosmic-ray induced soft errors and latchup in
integrated circuit computer memories, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. (NS-26)
6:5087.

8. Sivo, L.L., Peden, J.C., Brettschneider, M.. Price, W., and Pentecost, P.
(1979) Cosmic ray-induced soft errors in static MOS memory cells.
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. (NS-26) 6:5042.

9. Pickel, James C., and Blandford, James T., Jr. (1980) Cosmic-ray-induced
errors in MOS devices, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. (NS-27) 2:1006.
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* In 1981, attention was focused on the single-event effects produced by protons

from the Earth's radiation belts. 10 In the same year. the idea for the SPACERAD

SEU experiment was also conceived and developed.

The SEU area has become so important that the IEEE Conference on Nuclear

and Space Radiation Effects now devotes an entire session to it. The December

1983 issue of IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science contains the proceedings of

this conference and is the best source of up-to-date information about SEUs.

At the present time, the SEU sensitivity of many devices, including the latest

state-of-the-art devices, has been studied in the laboratory, using ion accelera-

tors. However, we still do not know the relationship between these measurements

and what will happen in a space environment. Simple models have been devel-

oped, 11.12.13 but, as yet, none has been verified with a space experiment.

Much work has progressed on modeling total dose damage from Co60 irradi-

ations, and a limited number of advanced technology devices have been success-

fully hardened to megarad levels. There is, however, current controversy over

the effect of different types of radiation on device performance. 14, 15 This work

is important for spacecraft devices since total dose exposure in space is caused

by energetic particles and not by gamma rays. It has also been shown 1 6 that dose

rate is significant for determining the type and level of effects observed in devices.

The IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science is also an excellent reference for up-

to-date information on device total dose and dose rate effects.

Overall, both of these areas continue to develop rapidly with ground-based

analysis, but definitive measurements in space environments are still needed.

10. Petersen, Edward (1981) Soft errors due to protons in the radiation belt,
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. (NS-281 6:3981.

11. Petersen, E.L., Shapiro, P., Adams, J.H., Jr., and Burke, E.A. (1982)
Calculation of cosmic-ray induced soft upsets and scaling in VLSI devices,
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. (NS-29) 6:2055.

. 12. Petersen, E.L., Langworthy, J.B., and Diehl, S.E. (1983) Suggested single
event figure of merit, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. (NS-30) 6:4533.

13. Bendel, W. L., and Petersen, E. L. (1983) Proton upsets in orbit, IEEE
Trans. Nucl. Sci. (NS-30) 6:4481.

14. Brucker, G.J., Stassinopoulos, E.G., VanGunten, 0., August, L.S., and
Jordan, T. M. (1982) The damage equivalence of electrons, protons, and
gamma rays in MOS devices, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. (NS-29) 6:1966.

15. Stassinopoulos, E.G., Van Gunten, 0., Brucker, G.J., Knudson, A.R..
and Jordan, T. M. (1983) The damage equivalence of electrons, protons,
alpha and gamma rays in rad-hard MOS devices, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.
(NS-30) 6:4363.

16. Stassinopoulos, E.G., Brucker, G.J., and Van Gunten, 0. (1984) Total dose
and dose-rate dependence of proton damage in MOS devices during and
after irradiation. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. (NS-31) 6:1444.
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Radiation belt models are used to predict the extent of hazards high energy

particle populations present to electronic devices on spacecraft. Existing static

radiation belt models will be used to predict the total dose damage to specific de-

vices during the lifetime of the SPACERAD microelectronics experiment. A calcu-
lation of the particle environments specific to the SPACERAD orbit was made for

the microelectronics experiment based on the latest NASA National Space Science

Data Center Model of the Earth's radiation belts. 17 The space flight results will

be compared with predicted preflight results obtained using the NASA model.

For predicting electronic degradation and failure and SEUs in future space
systems, the SPACERAD experiment should provide an updated model not only of

the principal components of the belfs (that is, electrons and protons), but also of

minor constituents of the belts and of cosmic ray LET (linear energy transfer or

-" stopping power) spectra as a function of orbital position and local time.

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

The microelectronics package (MEP), the flight package of the microelec-

tronics experiment program, has two broad measurement areas: (1) SEUs in se-

lected memory, microprocessor, and VHSIC devices, and (2) parameter shifts

caused by accumulated total radiation dose in the memory, microprocessor, and

VHSIC devices, as well as in inverters, operational amplifiers, comparators,

A/D converters, and discrete transistors.

Semiconductor dosimeters are distributed throughout the MEP to measure the

radiation exposure accumulated in flight on the cl'cuit boards where the micro-

electronics test devices are mounted. Temperature sensors will also be mounted

on the test circuit boards to help differentiate between radiation effects and nor-

mal parameter shifts induced by temperature changes. Silicon and GaAs thin

barrier radiation detectors with associated linear amplifiers and pulse height

* analyzers will also be in the MEP to measure the energy spectrum of the radia-

tion environment as seen by the devices under test.

Approximately 65 device types and over 450 devices will be space tested. The

memory devices include GaAs RAMs, CMOS and MNOS PROMS, and CMOS and

CMOS/SOS gate arrays. The microprocessor test candidates include both CMOS

and bipolar types. The inverters are CMOS. The op amps and comparators are
bipolar. The A/D converters are both CMOS and bipolar. The discrete transis-

tors and semiconductor dosimeters are CMOS.

17. Stassinopoulos, E.G., and Barth, J.M. (1982) Predicted Changed Particle
Environment for the Chemical Release and Radiation Effects Satellite0
NASA Rpt. X-601-83-1.
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The flight package is configured as shown in Figure 5. It consists of three

basic units, a front experiment unit 45 by 15 by 2. 5 inches, a second experiment

unit 25 by 15 by 2 inches, and a power/control unit 13 by 15 by 7.5 inches. The

experimental units will be made up of 5- by 5-inch "eggcrate" cells configured

- with three boards as shown in Figure 6. The devices under test (DUTs) will be

placed according to their radiation hardness level and desired exposure level.
The cells in the outermost compartment are numbered 1 through 27 as shown in

Figure 7. The numbers are used to identify parts placement location. The pack-
age weighs approximately 96 pounds and will dissipate between 50 and 75 watts

average power. The 45- by 15-inch face of the package is exposed to the environ-

ment through an opening in the spacecraft skin. The cover on this face will be ap-

proximately 15-mil aluminum to permit high dose rates to the devices. All mi-

croelectronics circuit boards are mounted parallel to this face. The radiation

12
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Figure 5. Configuration of the Assembled Microelectronics Flight Package
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Figure 6. Single-Cell Configuration in the Microelectronics Package
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Figure 7. Eggcrate-Cell Configuration and Numbering Scheme for
Microelectronics Package
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hard parts for total dose measurement are located on the first board. Softer parts

are awarded space on succeeding boards. The SEU measurement parts that are

'* susceptible to the highest energetic penetrating particles are assigned to the boards

deepest in the experimental compartments.

Control electronics, power conditioners, experiment memory, measurement

support circuits, command decoder, and telemetry formatting circuits are at the

back of the package to minimize radiation exposure.

The experiment controller is a Sandia SA3000 microprocessor, a radhard,

CMOS, 10-V version of the Intel 8085. It is supported by I/O ports, 3- to 8-line

decoders, level shifters, and bus transceivers in radhard versions from Sandia.

The software for the controller synchronizes the processing of SEU, total

dose, pulse height analyzer (PHA), and dosimeter data. The SEU data is pro-

, cessed with 1- to 4-second resolution. The software performs all total dose

measurements once per orbit and dumps the PHA data once per orbit. The con-

troller is also used to format the telemetry data for delivery to the spacecraft tape

recorder and to receive ground commands via the spacecraft command decoder for

changing the MEP flight program. The telemetry data rate is 312 bits per second

(bps) in a 16-Kbps data stream. The telemetry data is formatted by type; that is,

SEU, total dose, PHA, and housekeeping (HK) data have different formats.

The DUTs are powered in blocks. Each block contains the same or similar

devices. All device types are divided into redundant half-test blocks. Thus, if

one block of devices is automatically shut down because of excessive power dissi-

pation, the redundant half can be powered up for continued tests. All DUT blocks

contain power current monitors that automatically shut down power to the block if
an excess power drain occurs. These blocks may be powered up by ground com-

mand to allow for fault clearing.

The initial device test program is established in a ROM and copied into RAM

at experiment initialization. As devices are lost because of radiation degradation

during the experiment lifetime, the RAM program is modified automatically and by

ground command. In case of power shutdown, the experiment can be reinitialized

and totally reprogrammed by ground commands. These are established by the lat-

est ground data analysis of previous flight data.

For memory-type devices, the SEU tests consist of writing regular patterns

to the test RAMs, reading these patterns and other fixed patterns from ROMs and
arrays, and then checking the read patterns for errors. All errors are reported

to TLM with their address location. Permanent errors (hard errors) are masked

and reported only once and are identified as hard errors. The test microproces-

sors perform repeatable processing cycles with the answers checked against the

correct results. Wrong answers are flagged and reported. The SEU tests can

handle up to five upsets per second in the normal data mode. For solar flares,

22
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when upsets in the experiment may exceed this rate, an alternate compressed data

mode (histogram mode) is set, and upset count only is reported. When the upset

rate returns to normal, the SEU tests again report device and address location for

each upset.

Total dose measurements include device input threshold voltage measure-

ments, output current sourcing and sinking measurements, and output current

voltage (I-V) curves. The dosimeters are p-channel CMOS inverters of the CD4007

type. Input threshold voltage shift is the measure of total dose received. There

are 64 dosimeters located throughout the package; 32 are sensitive dosimeters,

and 32 are less sensitive as determined by the bias voltage applied during expo-

sure.

4. FUNCTION BLOCK DIAGRAM

The function block diagram shown in Figure 8 is a diagram simplified to dem-

onstrate the redundancy used throughout the experiment design. Five basic func-

tions are shown: power supplies, Control Unit (CU) for spacecraft signal interfac-

ing and memory control, Shared Memory, the Instrument Control Unit (ICU) for

controlling power and measurements for the redundant experiment blocks, and the

Bus Structure (Control and Instrument). Four out of five functions have totally

redundant circuits. In the memory, shadowing is used for redundancy; that is, all

memory presently used for measurement or data routing is written in two places.

If an error is detected by parity checks or a checksum, the operation is aborted

and the second memory location is used.
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2. The Internal Discharge Monitor (AFGL-701-B)

by

P. Robinson and J.M. Conley
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, CA 91109

1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The objective of the Internal Discharge Monitor (IDM) experiment is to char-

acterize internal electrostatic discharge events that may damage or upset (disturb)

electronic circuits in spacecraft subjected to high energy charged-particle radia-

tion environments. Discharges caused by high energy electron charge buildup have

been tentatively identified as the cause of anomalies on the Voyager and other

spacecraft operating in intense electron radiation fields. These discharges are

apparently the result of penetrating electrons that are stopped in electronic dielec-

tric materials inside the spacecraft. After sufficient charge has accumulated

within the dielectric, a discharge may occur to nearby electronics or cabling, re-

sulting in upset or damage to sensitive components. The 1DM experiment is part

of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) on-going electron-caused electro-

magnetic pulse (ECEMP) effort. The IDM experiment is designed to determine

whether or not internal discharge phenomena indeed occur under the CRRES orbi-

tal conditions, and, if so, to measure the characteristics of the discharge.

The 1DM instrument will test 16 dielectric samples. The dielectric materials

and geometric configurations were selected after ground tests in which samples
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were irradiated with 1 to 3 MeV electrons in the JPL dynamitron. The experiment

data will be correlated with the orbital environment to determine the quantitative

dependence of the discharge phenomena on ionizing radiation flux and spectrum,

and on material properties.

To obtain the experiment goal, five specific instrument design objectives have

been identified:

(1) To detect and record discharge data for comparison with laboratory tests.

The goal is to measure the smallest legitimate pulses, which are on the order of

10 mV and 1 nsec. The data will also include as much information as possible

about the wave shape of the discharge.

(2) To detect discharges that could destroy or disrupt electronics. The upset

level of advanced electronic parts is a function of the part type, technology, etc.

Figure 9 shows the best current understanding of part sensitivity. This figure

shows peak voltage versus pulse width. If the peak voltage is above a certain va-

lue, and if the pulse is long enough, damage or disruption will occur. If the pulse

is not long enough, a certain minimum energy (in addition to a minimum voltage)

is required. (In some cases, a minimum charge may be required.) This trans-

lates into the two solid curves shown in the figure.
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1010. .

106 104 pico Coulomb DESTRUCTION

10S' uu/e)ul"lOO00 CONSTANT VOLTAGENs

0 0 
4  
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Figure 9. Peak Voltage Detector Characteristics as a Function of
Pulse Width
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(3) To eliminate detection of pulses or other phenomena that are not signifi-

cant to actual spacecraft operations. This implies a lower limit to detector sensi-

tivity somewhere below, but not significantly below, the disruption curve shown in

Figure 9.

(4) To protect the detector against large pulses. For signals greater than

10 V, detailed wave shape information for the pulses will be sacrificed.

(5) To meet reliability, cost, power, and weight requirements.

These objectives constrain the circuit design of the IDM.

2. APPLICATIONS

A successful IDM experiment will accomplish the following scientific and en-

gineering objectives:

(1) To verify the existence of ECEMP events in the CRRES orbit;

(2) To verify the ground testing techniques for determining material ECEMP

properties; and

(3) To provide a data base for comparison with theoretical calculations of the

ECEMP rates and magnitudes.

At the conclusion of the IDM experiment, the radiation effects community will

have a good engineering understanding of discharges caused by penetrating radia-

tion in the Earth's radiation belts, and possibly a good basis for extrapolation to

other environments.

As part of this understanding, a good data base for the environment to which

CRRES has been exposed is essential. We expect the complement of scientific

instruments on CRRES measuring electron and ion spectra and dose to provide

this data base for correlation with the IDM results.

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

3.1 Sanple Materials and La~out

We selected dielectric samples from six basic configurations, three planar

types and three cylindrical types. Schematics of the sample geometrics, num-

bered 1 to 6, are shown in Figure 10. Based upon tests with electron beams, six

sample materials were selected in four of the basic configurations. The 16 flight

samples are listed in Table 3, 12 planar and 4 cylindrical (that is, coaxial cable).

For these samples, 16 RF-shielded compartments are provided, 12 for square

planar samples and 4 longer compartments for samples of cable or wire.

The signal electrode of each sample is wired through the front face of the
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instrument chassis to the input of the electronic circuit and terminated in a 50-
ohm resistor as indicated schematically in Figure 10. The electronics character-
izes the fast transient voltage signal that appears at the 50-ohm load when a dis-

charge takes place. Specifically, a measurement of the peak voltage (and thus
current) is the primary measurement of interest. Since the signal is essentially
a noise pulse, it should be characterized in as much detail as possible so that
false events, such as those caused by electromagnetic interference (EMI), are not

mistaken for ECEMPs.

3.2 Ground Test Inputs

A wide variety of waveforms has been reported in ECEMP discharges ob-

served in ground testing with the dynamitron electron beam. Several samples of
the waveform recorded in the dynamitron sample selection tests show that the

SAMPLE TEST CONFIGURATIONS

.5 .

e 3 4  j/ /

FLOATING

5, 6

50,~FLOATING

Figure 10. Dielectric Sample Test Configuration for the Internal Discharge
Monitor
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range of duration of these signals is 50 to 100 nsec. These signals are the base-

line for determining the performance requirements of the instrument.

3.3 Electrical Property Measurement

Resistivity and capacitance will be measured and recorded at the signal con-

tact with respect to the signal ground contact with the sample installed in the fully

assembled sample container and with the cover in place, but without the parallel

resistance of the feed-through insulator.

4. FUNCTION BLOCK DIAGRAM

The function block diagram for the system is given in Figure 11. The sample

Table 3. Internal Discharge Monitor Sample Materials, Thicknesses,
and Configuration

Sample No. Dielectric Thickness Configuration

1, 16 Cu clad FR4 Fiberglass 0, 125 2

2 Cu clad FR4 Fiberglass 0.125 6

3 Cu clad FR4 Fiberglass 0. 125 4

* 4 Cu clad FEP 0.090 6

5 Cu clad FEP 0.090 4

6 Alumina 0.040 6

7 Cu clad FEP 0.090 2

8 Cu clad FR4 Fiberglass 0.047 2

9 RG316 cable 3

10 Aljac cable 3

11 SIB cable 1

12 PTFE 93 4

13 Cu clad PTFE
reinforced fiberglass 93 2

14 TS Triax 5

15 Cu clad FR4 Fiberglass 30 6
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outputs will be loaded with the equivalence of a 50-ohm resistor designed to atten-

uate the maximum signal required to be measured for that sample to ± 5 V. This

will be followed by limiting diodes tied to the + 5.2 and -5.2 V supplies. The 16

event detectors will interrupt the microprocessor, identify to the microprocessor

the sample that has arced, and initiate the power strobe circuitry to activate the

signal processing circuits downstream of the delay line.

The buffer amplifier achieves event-detector isolation at the following speci-

fication levels:

Sensitivity: 5 mV for a 2-nsec rise time
positive- or negative-going signal

Isolation, channel-to-channel: 60 dB

Delay: 300 nsec

The Calibrate/Inhibit circuit provides an artificial stimulus to the electronics

input to verify proper operation of the instrument. These functions can be com-

manded through both the GSE and the command uplink.

The high power requirements of circuits operating at the speeds necessary to

characterize the discharge pulses prohibit separate peak detectors for each

sample; thus, the power combiner sums the inputs of the 16 samples. The short

duration and infrequent occurrences of the upsets should assure that the samples

do not interfere with one another. If the upsets are frequent enough to create in-
terference between samples, the multiple outputs of the event counters will serve

as veto signals for discounting multiple events. The signal statistics are sum-

marized in Table 4.

Table 4. Internal Discharge Monitor Event Statistics

EVENT RATE: 1 PER DAY (1. 16 x 10-5/SEC)

DURATION: 10-6 SEC

NO. OF CHANNELS: 16

PROBABILITY OF SIMULTANEOUS

EVENTS (UNCORRELATFD): 1.8 x 10- 10 PER DAY

The Delay Line/Equalizer allows the signal processing circuits to be powered

and stabilized before processing the signal.

The peak detectors measure the maximum positive- and negative-going ex-

cursions of the transient signal relative to the local ground. The measurement
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period of the peak detector is 10 nsec, the same as the cycle time of the flash A/D

converter that digitizes the signal from the peak detector.

The buffer memory is a 12-bit-wide ECL assembly that allows the two flash

converters to be read-in in parallel (simultaneously). The read time for this

memory determines the system dead time.

The power strobe circuits are required to deliver power to the strobed cir-

cuits when a pulse is detected by an event detector.

The power subsystem conditions the raw spacecraft power for other subsys-

tems.

The instrument incorporates internal in-flight calibration circuits (stimula-

tors) capable of verifying both overall functionality of the electromechanical sys-

tem and the quantitative response to signals in terms of amplitude and time. This

internal calibration circuitry operates at regular intervals as a default mode when

the instrument is powered, but is capable of being reprogrammed by command to

vary the calibration interval, operate upon command, or cease operation entirely.
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3. The Gallium Arsenide Solar Cell
Panel Experiment (AFAPL-801)

by

Terry M. Trumble
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories

Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433

1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The five major objectives of the Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) Solar Cell Panel

experiment are:
(1) To measure in the space environment the performance characteristics of

differently configured advanced solar cell strings while measuring the radiation

species (protons, electrons, ions). their flux levels, and their energy distribu-

tions;

(2) To quantify radiation damage of GaAs and advanced silicon (Si) solar cells;

(3) To select the optimum method (continuous heating, forward current bias
heating, or intermittent heating) for annealing radiation damaged cells;

(4) To determine optimum panel annealing parameters and operating charac-

teristics;

(5) To determine the optimum configuration for solar cell panels operating in

a high radiation environment.
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2. APPLICATIONS

Several different government and commercial organizations are conducting or

sponsoring laboratory research on radiation damage to solar cells in space. 1, 2

AFAPL-801 is confining its efforts primarily to GaAs with some evaluation of ad-

vanced Si solar cells. The following radiation measurements will be used for so-

lar cell damage assessment:

RADIATION ENERGY FLUENCE

Electron 0.7 MEV 1 x 1015 e/cm2

13 16 21.0 MEV 1 x 10 1 x 10 e/cm

1.9 MEV 1 x 1015 e/cm 2

Proton 0.05 MEV

10 13 20.1 MEV 1 x 10 1 x 10 P/cm

0.2 MEV

0.3 MEV 1 x 10 1 x 10 P/cm

0.5 MEV

1.0 MEV

10.0 MEV

15 to 40 MEV 5 x 10 - 5 x 0 P/cm2

10 13 2
Neutron 1.0 MEV (EQUIV) 1 x 10 - 1 x 10 N/cm

Space flight testing of GaAs solar cells has been limited to two flight programs,

the Navy Test Satellite (NTS 2) and the Living Plume Shield (LIPS II). Neither was

designed to quantify and qualify radiation damage. They were used only to evaluate

GaAs solar cell space performance characteristics and demonstrate the feasibility

of using GaAs solar cells as a prime source of space electrical power. 3.4

AFAPL-801 will evaluate and improve radiation damage models of GaAs solar

1. Loo, R.Y., Kamath, G.S., and Knectli, R.C. (1982) Medium Enera Proton
,%',. Radiation Damage to (AlGa)As-GaAs Solar Cells, NASA Report 165946.
A- 2. Masloski, Kenneth, and Valley, Charles (1982) Neutron and Gamma Irradiation

Tests on Advanced Solar Cells, AFWAL-TR-82-2084.

3. Walker. D. H. (1981) Performance of the Solar Cell Experiments Aboard thc
NTS-2 Satellite After Three Years in Orbit, NRL Memorandum RPT #4580.

4. Trumble, T. M. (1982) Space applications of GaAs solar cells. 16th IEFE
Photovoltaic Specialist Conference.
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cells and will make significant contributions to the JPL Solar Cell Radiation Hand-
5

book. The radiation damage model portion of this experiment depends heavily on

the success of the high energy particle measurement experiments on board the

CRRES satellite.

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

The experiment consists of two solar panels, an ambient panel with 12 cell

strings, and an annealing panel with 8 cell strings. The experiment matrix will
consist of different cell efficiencies, coverglass material and thickness, inter-

connect methods, and temperatures for each panel. During flight, when the cell

strings are exposed to the sun, each string will be loaded down with a resistor load

bank. At different loads, the open circuit voltage, the short circuit current, and

14 other points of current (I) and voltage (V) will be measured to produce an I-V

curve. The I-V curves taken in space will be compared with curves produced from

data taken in the laboratory. Changes in the characteristic shapes of these curves

and comparisons of different cell strings will provide information on the type of
damage and optimum cell string design. Cell string damage will be correlated

with on-board radiation measurements.

Radiation types, energy levels, flux levels encountered, and fluence for elec-
trons and protons at specific energy levels will be used for damage correlation

studies. This technique is similar to previous laboratory studies. 1, 2, 4,5 (See

also IFFE Catalo-a #81. 6) No previous attempts have been made to optimize GaAs

- solar cell panel measurements to provide radiation damage and solar cell panel

design criteria in consonance with space radiation measurements. This experi-

ment will establish a precedent. An overview of the experiment is given in Fig-
ure 12.

.1

5. Solar Cell Radiation Handbook, 3rd ed., JPL Publications 82-69.
6. IEEE Catalog #81 CH1644-4 (1981) Enhanced annealing of GaAs solar cell

.r ation damage, 15th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialist Conference.
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Figure 12. Schematic Overview of the Gallium Arsenide Solar Cell Panel
Experiment
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IV. Cold Plasma and Fields and Waves

Overview

One of the primary objectives of the CRRES mission is to identify and model

critical dynamical processes in the Earth's radiation belts. These dynamical pro-

cesses involve the transport of energetic charged particles into, within, and out of

the radiation belts. Cosmic ray scattering as well as storm and substorm injec-

tions are the major sources for new particles. Adiabatic drift motions and cross-

L diffusion, maintaining the first and second invariants while violating the third,

are the most common interbelt transport processes. L-shell splitting in the outer

belts, Coulomb collisions and charge exchange in the inner belts, and ubiquitous

pitch angle diffusion processes are the main loss terms. The cold plasma and

field sensors on CRRES were specifically designed to study the evolution of par-

ticle pitch angle distributions and to identify wave modes and free energy sources

responsible for that diffusion.

The plasma and field instruments are a triaxial fluxgate magnetometer, a

search coil magnetometer, a passive plasma sounder, and a Langmuir probe. The

measurements will be made from three booms. A 6-m "Astromast" boom will

hold the fluxgate and search coil magnetometers. The remaining probes are: one

fine-wire boom, 100-m tip-to-tip (two 50-m booms); a matched pair of spheres on

a nine-wire cable inside a wire boom, 100-m tip-to-tip (two 50-m booms). The

wire booms extend out from the top of the satellite (Figure 3) and the Astromast

boom extends from Compartment 2 (Figure 4).
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The fluxgate magnetometer measures the local geomagnetic field. The par-

ticle detectors onboard will use the magnetic field measurement for accurate de-

termination of pitch angle. The local plasma sounder has two components, a

single-axis search coil and a cylindrical double probe. It will measure electro-

static and electromagnetic fluctuations over the frequency range 5. 6 Hz to 400 kHz.

Upper hybrid resonance lines and continuum radiation cutoffs will be used to spe-

cify plasma densities (n) in regions where n K 2000 cm - 3 . Experience with similar

instrumentation on ISEE shows that other wave modes, such as whistlers, chorus,

plasmaspheric hiss, ion-cyclotron, electron-cyclotron, and Bernstein waves will

be detected at various times and places in the CRRES orbit.

The Langmuir probe electronics box will be connected to both sets of 100-m

tip-to-tip booms. Data from the cylindrical booms will be used primarily to moni-

tor the quasi-dc electric field. The second set of booms will employ spherical

sensors. It will be programmed to measure either quasi-dc electric field or

plasma densities in regions with n > 1 cm - 3 . The Langmuir probe is also equipped

with a programmable microprocessor with a burst memory. This last feature will

allow access to very small scale boundary features that so often in the past have

held the keys for significantly advancing our understanding of the magnetosphere.
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4. The Fluxgate Mognetometer (AFGL-701-13-1)

by
Howard J. Singer and Frederick J. Rich

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
Hanscom AFB, MA 01731

1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the Fluxgate Magnetometer Experiment is to measure the am-

bient geomagnetic field and low frequency variations in that field from dc to 8 Hz.

This measurement will be used--

(1) together with the look angles of the particle experiments to obtain pitch

angles of the measured particles;

(2) as a diagnostic of global geomagnetic disturbances;

(3) as a diagnostic of very low frequency waves in the ambient environment;
(4) to provide plasma gyrofrequencies;

(5) to measure v x B electric fields; and

(6) to provide a secondary source of spacecraft attitude information.

2. MEASURING TECHNIQUE

A Schonstedt Instrument Company triaxial fluxgate magnetometer will measure

the Farth's field 16 times per second in the range ±45, 000 nT. The signal from
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each sensor will be sent to the Langmuir Probe electronics where it is filtered

with an 8-Hz lowpass cutoff to prevent aliasing, and sampled by a 12-bit A/D con-

verter in the ranges ±45, 000 nT and *900 nT to provide low and high sensitivity,

respectively. For each sample from each axis, a microprocessor will determine

whether to enter the high or low sensitivity value into the telemetry stream.

Whenever the field strength along an axis is in the high sensitivity range, that va-

lue will be entered into the telemetry stream with an appropriate range indicator

bit; otherwise, the low sensitivity signal will be sent. Furthermore, once per

second the field strength at low sensitivity from all axes will be included in the

data stream. More than 70 percent of the time in the planned CRRES orbit will be

in field strengths where all three magnetometer axes will be sending data in the

high sensitivity range. The magnetometer data can also be sampled in a burst

mode as described in the Langmuir probe instrument section. Additionally. the

fluxgate signal will be lowpass filtered with a 20-Hz cutoff and provided to the

spacecraft in analog form in two different ranges, *45, 000 nT and *1, 000 nT.
* The three axes of the magnetometer are mutually orthogonal to approximately

0.080 . The sensors are mounted on a rigid, 6. 1-m-long Astromast boom (Fig-

ure 4) and are far enough away from the spacecraft body so that the vehicle-gen-

erated magnetic field will have a strength less than a few nT at the sensor loca-

tions. The analog electronics to operate the sensors are mounted inside the space-

craft with a link to the Langmuir probe electronics that will provide voltage regu-

lation and telemetry formatting.

The instrument requires a large dynamic range to measure fields near peri-

gee where the field is - 45, 000nT and in the vicinity of synchronous orbit where

the field is - 100nT or less with periodic variations of amplitude down to fractions

of lnT. Given the instrument ranges and the 12-bit A/D converter, the least sig-

nificant bit resolution in each sensor is - 22 nT and - 0.4 nT at low and high sen-

sitivity respectively. The quantization noise level in high sensitivity is
- 2 x 10 - nT 2 /Hz. On command, the signal from one axis of the magnetometer

* can be amplified six times to provide better amplitude resolution at low field
strengths near apogee. The improved sensitivity will permit the detection of high

frequency, low amplitude waves that interact strongly with the plasma environment.

The high sensitivity signal from this single axis can also be used to add confidence

to the increased accuracy obtained from the other axes by digital averaging.
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5. The Passive Plasma Sounder (AFGL-701-15) and
Search Coil Magnetometer (AFGL-701-13-2)

by

Roger R. Anderson and Donald A. Gurnett
The University of lc'wa

Iowa City, 10 52242

I. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the University of Iowa Passive Plasma Sounder (AFGL-701-15)

and Search Coil Magnetometer (AFGL-701-13-2) Experiments, collectively known

as the Plasma Wave Experiment on the SPACERAD GTO portion of CRRES, is to

measure the plasma wave environment in the Earth's radiation belts. Emphasis

will be on high frequency and time resolution, high sensitivities (low noise levels),

a large dynamic range, and sufficient frequency response to cover all the charac-

teristic frequencies of the plasma that are of interest. The dynamic range for all

the receivers will be about 100dB (a factor of 105 in amplitude) beginning at the re-

spective receiver's noise level. Past plasma wave measurements in the radiation

belts show that this range will adequately cover the expected range of plasma wave

amplitudes detected by the electric and magnetic sensors. With a 100-m tip-to-

tip antenna, this range will allow measurements from the weak levels expected for

the continuum radiation and (n + 1/2) f_ emissions (f is the electron gyrofrequency)
g g

outside the plasmasphere to the intense levels produced by upper hybrid resonance
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noise and ground transmitters observed inside the plasmasphere. It is important

to have sufficient sensitivity to measure the weak continuum radiation because the

lower cutoff of this radiation is at f, the electron plasma frequency. The elec-
p - 1/2

tron number density. N, is determined from f= 8.98 kHz x (N) where N is in

units of electrons per cm 3  Figure 13 is a plot of the expected variation in the

RECEIVER
6 FREQUENC'

10 COVERAGE

PLASMAFAUSE

- , 104-
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- 0

•t 103.

I-2-

10 1h
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Figure 13. Schematic Variation of Characteristic
Plasma Frequencies as a Function of Radial
Distance From the Earth

characteristic frequencies of the plasma for a typical CRRES GTO dayside pass.
The plots include, in addition to f and fp the proton gyrofrequency and plasma

+ gn +
frequency, fg and f; the upper hybrid resonance frequency, f [(f )2+(f)2]1/2;

and the lower hybrid resonance frequency, f LHR - (fg x fg)/.Plasma wave

emissions tend to occur at these characteristic frequencies or to be bounded by

them. The 5. 6 Hz to 400 kHz frequency range of the SPACERAD Plasma Wave

Instrument covers most of the important characteristic frequencies that CRRES
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will encounter in the region above about 2 RE (Earth radii). Below about 2 RE.
when the plasma frequency exceeds 400 kHz, the Langmuir Probe Experiment will

provide the electron number density measurements. Electromagnetic plasma

waves below 5.6 Hz will be in the frequency range covered by the Fluxgate Mag-

netometer Experiment. Electric field fluctuations below 5. 6 Hz will be measured

by the Langmuir Probe Experiment.

2. APPLICATION

Plasma waves play a major role in changing the energetic particle population

in the Earth's radiation belts through pitch angle scattering, ion heating, and other

wave-particle interactions (WPI) that exchange energy and/or momentum between

the waves and the particles. Identification and characterization of plasma waves

involved in WPI in the Earth's radiation belts and magnetosphere have been an im-

portant part of space physics research over the past two decades. Kennel and1

Petschek pioneered studies of the role of electron and ion pitch angle diffusion

resulting from plasma wave turbulence in the limiting of stably trapped particle

fluxes. They found that resonant cyclotron interactions between whistler and ion

cyclotron waves and energetic electrons and protons predicted a reasonable upper

limit to trapped particle intensities in rough agreement with observations. Their

work provided the framework for many following studies of cyclotron resonance

WPI. An extensive review of the role of plasma wave turbulence in particle diffu-
2 3

sion in the radiation belts is contained in Schulz and Lanzerotti2 and Lyons.
Extensive reviews of magnetospheric plasma wave observations and WIP

studies up to the present time can be found in Shawhan 4 . 5 and Anderson. 6 Lyons

concluded that, while the dominant long-term-averaged quiet-time source and

1. Kennel, C.F., and Petschek, H.E. (1966) Limit on stably trapped particle
fluxes, J. Geophys. Res. 71:1.

2. Schultz, M., and Lanzerottl, L.J. (1974) Particle Diffusion in the Radiation

lts, Springer-Verlag, Berlin.

3. Lyons, L.R. (1979) Plasma processes in the Earth's radiation belts, in Solar
System Plasma Physics (Vol. 3), L.J. Lanzerotti, C.F. Kennel, and E.N.
Parker, Eds., North-Rolland Publishing Company, Amsterdam.

4. Shawhan, S.D. (1979a) Magnetospheric plasma waves, in Solar System Plasma

.hvcs(Vol. 3), L.J. Lanzerotti, C.F. Kennel, and E.N. Parker. Eds.,
North-Tolland Publishing Company, Amsterdam.

5. Shawhan, S.D. (1979b) Magnetospheric plasma wave research 1975-1978,
Rev. Geophys. Space Phys. 17:705.

6. Anderson, R.R. (1983) Plasma waves in planetary magnetospheres, Rev.
Geophys. Space Phys. 21:474.
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loss processes for radiation belt electrons and equatorially mirroring protons

within the plasmasphere have been correctly identified and quantitatively evaluated,

variations of wave distributions and resulting diffusion rates for time scales of a

day or less and WPI outside the plasmasphere are less well understood.

The SPACERAD Plasma Wave Experiment instrumentation will not only meas-

ure and characterize the plasma wave environment, but will also measure the

electron number density and help identify the region of space the satellite is in.
Characterization of the plasma waves is important for identifying the wave modes

in the WPI and for evaluating the effect of the waves on the particles. The electron

number density is a necessary parameter for evaluating wave dispersion relations

and determining the resonant energy in the various WPIs. A comparison of the

plasma wave measurements with the energetic particle measurements will be used

to study the various WPI processes.

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

A block diagram of the SPACERAD Plasma Wave Experiment is shown in

Figure 14. The Plasma Wave Experiment will measure the electromagnetic and/or

electrostatic fields detected by three sensors: (1) a 100-m tip-to-tip extendable

fine wire long electric dipole, (2) a search coil magnetometer mounted at the end

of a 6-m boom, and (3) a 100-m tip-to-tip spherical double probe electric antenna.

The first two sensors are the primary sensors for the Plasma Wave Experiment.

and the third is the primary sensor for the Langmuir Probe Experiment. The

booms extend from the top of the satellite, as shown in Figure 3. High-input-im-

[-. pedance preamplifiers are located on the spacecraft near the base of each half of
the extendable fine wire long electric dipole. The search coil magnetometer con-

tains a high permeability Al-metal core 0.41 m long, wound with 10, 000 turns of

A' #42 wire, and a preamplifier. Signals from the sensors, after buffering by appro-
priate preamplifiers and differential amplifiers, are routed via antenna selection

switches to the Sweep Frequency Receiver and the Multichannel Spectrum Analyzer

in the Plasma Wave Experiment and to the Langmuir Probe Experiment.

The Sweep Frequency Receiver covers the frequency range from 100 Hz to
*,. 400 kHz in four bands with 32 steps per band. The fractional step separation of the

Sweep Frequency Receiver, df/f. is about 6.7 percent across the entire frequency

range. Band 1 (100 Hz to 810 Hz) is sampled one step per second or 32 seconds per
sweep, Band 2 (810 Hz to 6.4 kHz) is samped two steps per second or 16 seconds

per sweep, and Band 3 (6.4kHz to 51.7kHz) and Band 4 (51.7kHz to 400kHz) are

each sampled four steps per second or 8 seconds per sweep. The nominal band-

widths of the four bands are 7 Hz, 56 Hz. 448 Hz, and 3.6 kHz. The four bands
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each have a logarithmic compressor that measures the signal amplitude over about

a 100-dB dynamic range begir~w. t.noise level of the receiver and produces

a 0.0 to 5.10-V dc analog output proportional to the logarithm of the input ampli-

tude. Table 5 lists the noise levels and the minimum detectable sine wave ampli-

tudes for the four Sweep Frequency Receiver bands. Table 6 lists the 128 discrete

frequencies for the Sweep Frequency Receiver.

The Multichannel Spectrum Analyzer consists of 14 narrow band filters loga-

rithmically spaced in frequency (4 filters per decade in frequency) from 5. 6 Hz to

10 kHz followed by 14 logarithmic compressors, each with a dynamic range of about

110dB. The nominal 3-dB sine wave bandwidth of each narrow band filter is *15

percent of the center frequency except for the two highest frequency channels

(5. 62 kHz and 10.0 kHz) with bandwidths *7. 5 percent of the center frequency.

Frequency response curves for the 14 channels of the Multichannel Spectrum Anal-

yzer are shown in Figure 15. The channel center frequencies. effective noise

bandwidths, noise levels, and minimum detectable sine wave amplitudes are listed

in Table 7. The 14 0. 0- to 5. 10-V dc analog outputs are sample simultaneously

eight times per second to produce high time resolution spectra.

The Spacecraft Telemetry Data System will provide the clock and command

lines for controlling the receivers and the sampling and the analog to digital con-

versions of the 0.0- to 5. 10-V dc analog outputs of the receivers. The Passive

Plasma Sounder (PPS) has two high-level relay commands and one 16-bit serial

command. The high-level relay commands turn the experiment power on and off.

The serial command determines which sensor is connected to which receiver, and

whether or not the receivers are locked onto a single sensor or cycle through all

the sensors.

Table 5. Plasma Wave Experiment: Sweep Frequency Receiver Noise
Levels and Minimum Detectable Sin, Wave Amplitude

Minimum Detectable
Noise Level Sine Wave Amplitude

(VzHz) (V)

Band 1 (10OHz to 810Hz) 2.5 x 10 - 12 4.2 x 10 - 6

(Bandwidth - 7 Hz)

Band 2 (810Hz to 6.4kHz) 4.5 x 10 "  5.0 x 10 -6

(Bandwidth = 56 Hz)

Band 3 (6.4kHz to 51.7kHz) 3.9 x 10 14 4.2 x 10 - 6

(Bandwidth a 448 Hz)

Band 4 (51.7kHz to 400kHz) 1.3 x 10 "14 6.9 x 10
(Bandwidth z 3.6 kHz)
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Table 6. Discrete Frequencies for the CRRES Plasma Wave Experiment
Frequency Receiver in kHz

Step No. Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4

01 0.104 0.836 6.69 53.5

02 0.113 0.904 7.23 57.9

03 0.122 0.973 7.78 "62.2

04 0.130 1.04 8.33 66.7

05 0.139 1.11 8.89 71.1

06 0.148 1.18 9.45 75.6

07 0.157 1.25 10.0 80.2

08 0.166 1.32 10.6 84.7

09 0.175 1.40 11.2 89.4

10 0.184 1.47 11.8 94.0

11 0.202 1.61 12.9 103

12 0.211 1.69 13.5 108

13 0.230 1.84 14.7 118

14 0.250 2.00 16.0 128

15 0.259 2.07 16.6 133

16 0.279 2.23 17.9 143

17 0.289 2.31 18.5 148

18 0.309 2.47 20.0 158

19 0.330 2.64 21.1 169

20 0.351 2.81 22.5 180

21 0. 372 2.98 23.8 191

22 0.394 3.15 25.2 202

23 0.428 3.42 27.4 219

24 0.451 3.61 28.8 231

25 0.486 3.89 31.1 249

26 0.510 4.08 32.6 261

27 0.547 4.38 35.0 280

28 0.585 4.68 37.4 299

29 0.624 4.99 39.9 320

30 0.678 5.43 43.4 347

31 0.721 5.77 46.1 369

32 0.799 6.23 49.9 399
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Figure 15. Frequency Response Curves for the 14 Channels
of the Multichannel Spectrum Analyzer in the Plasma Wave
Experiment

Table 7. Plasma Wave Experiment: Multichannel Spectrum
. ,Analyzer Characteristics

Channel Center Effective Noise Minimum Detectable
Number Frequency Noise Lfvel Sine Wave Amplitude
___"___ Bandwidth (VI/Hz) ()V

01 5.6 Hz 1. 12Hz 3.5x10
1 0  2.0x 10

5

02 10.0 Hz 2.00Hz 9.4x10
"11 1.4x10

- 5

03 17.8 Hz 3.56Hz 4.3x 10
1 1  1.2x10

- 5

04 31.1 Hz 6.22Hz 1.6x10
1 1  1.x 10

- 5

05 56.2 Hz 11.20Hz 8.4 x 01 9.7 x 10 -

06 100. Hz 20. 0 Hz 4.4 x12 9. 4 x 10
- 6

07 178. Hz 35.6 Hz 1.8x 10
1 2  7.9x10

6

08 311. Hz 62.2 Hz 5.0 x 10
1 3  5.6 x 10

6

09 562. Hz 112. Hz 1.8 X11 4.4 x 10
"0

10 1. 00kHz 200. Hz 8.51 10
1 4  4.1x 10

"6

11 1.78 kHz 356. Hz 2. 6 x 10
1 4  3. 1 x 10

6

12 .11 k .z 622. Hz 1.6110 -1  3.2110 "

-14 -613 5. 62 kHz 560. Hz 2.3 x 10 3.6 x 10

14 10. 0 kHz 1. 00kHz 3. 5 x 10 1.9 X 106
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The PPS experiment has three status words: two analog words, the Low Volt-

age Power Supply Monitor (LVPS) located in Frame 1 of Subcom 18 and the Search

Coil Magnetometer temperature (TEMP) located in Frame 3 of Subcom 18, and the

PPS Serial/Digital (S/D) Status word located in Frame 1 of Subcom 19. Calibra-

tion tables or algorithms for determining the LVPS and TEMP values will be avail-

able when the instrument is completed.
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1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The Langmuir probe instrument for CRRES is designed to measure variations

in cold electron temperature and density and in electric fields, which are crucial

to the understanding of the wave modes and instabilities responsible for wave-par-
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ticle interactions (WPI). Such interactions are responsible for pitch angle scatter-

ing of radiation belt protons and electrons into the atmosphere. During strong

geomagnetic substorms, CRRES may observe processes characteristic of auroral

magnetic field lines including solitary waves, double layers. and other plasma

structures with electric fields parallel to the magnetic field. Such nonlinear wave

modes have been observed at lower altitudes by the S3-3 satellite I and may account

for ion beams streaming out of the ionosphere. Such ions may be a major consti-

tuent of the radiation belts during magnetically active periods.

In addition, the ability of the instrument to measure quasistatic dc electric

fields at and within geosynchronous orbit allows a detailed study of electric fields
responsible for the earthward convection of particles from the plasma sheet, and

the radial diffusion and energization of radiation belt particles to energies up to

1 MeV. Theoretical models describing the penetration of fluctuating electric fields

from the outer magnetosphere into the plasmasphere have not been tested in a sys-

tematic way with in situ measurements of plasmaspheric electric fields. Mozer 2

provided evidence that electric fields fluctuating with periods of less than about 10

hours effectively penetrate the Alfvenic shielding layer, while slower varying

fields are shielded from the plasmasphere. The only measured radial diffusion

coefficient is based on balloon measurements of electric fields in the ionosphere at
3

L=6 by Holzworth et al. Measurements of ionospheric electric fields by radar

have established that penetration of electric fields to low latitudes can occur dur-

ing substorms.4, 5, 6

1. Temerinr M., Cerny, K., Lotko, W., and Mozer, F.S. (1982) Observations
of double layers and solitary waves in the auroral plasma, Phys. Rev. Lett.
48:1175.

2. Mozer, F.S. (1971) Power spectra of the magnetospheric electric field,
J. Geophys. Res. 76:3651.

3. Holzworth, R.H., and Mozer, F.S. (1979) Direct measurement of the radial
diffusion coefficient near L=6 due to electric field fluctuations, J. Geophys.A 

Res, 84:2559.

4. Holzworth, R., Wygant, J.R., Mozer, F.S., Gonzales, C.A., Greenwald, R.,
Blanc, M., Vickery. J., and Kishi, A. (1981) Global ionospheric electric
field measurements in April 1978, J. Geophys. Res. 86:6859.

5. Fejer, B.G., Gonzales, C.A.. Farley, D.T., Kelley. M.C., and Woodman,
R.F. (1979) Equatorial electric fields during magnetically disturbed condi-
tions: 1. The effect of the interplanetary field, J. Geophys. Res. 84:5797.

6. Gonzales, C.A., Kelley, M.C., Fejer, B.G., Vickery, J.F.. and Woodman,
-,. R.F. (1979) Auroral and equatorial electric fields during magnetically dis-

turbed conditions: 2. Implications of simultaneous auroral and equatorial
measurements, J. Geophys. Res. 84:5803.
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2. APPLICATIONS

A discussion of the physics of the measurements of electric fields under the

variety of conditions offered by space plasmas is presented in Mozer. 7 Similar

double probe sensors have been flown at ionospheric altitudes on S3-28 and S3-3, 9

and in the magnetosphere on the International Sun-Earth Explorer. 10, 11

The CRRES instrument is even more sophisticated than the ISEE-1 instrument

in several ways. Advances in the technology of high density RAM memory have

allowed 192 kbytes of burst memory to be incorporated in the present instrument

rather than the 256 bytes in the ISEE-1 instrument. The frequency response of the

CRRES instrument is improved over that of the ISEE-I instrument. The inherent

frequency response of the electric field instrument on CRRES is several mega-

hertz, while that on ISEE-1 was about 100 kilohertz. Finally, the addition of elec-

trostatic guards that can be biased at arbitrary potentials relative to the spherical

probes allow the control and limitation of photoelectron flux from the spherical

sensors to the spacecraft. This limits asymmetric charging effects that contri-

buted to several mV/m offsets in the electric field measurements on the ISEE-1
11

and GEOS spacecrafts when they were in low density plasmas.

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

The CRRES Langmuir probe instrument consists of two pairs of orthogonal

booms with 100-m tip-to-tip separations in the spin plane of the satellite. At the

tips of opposing booms are conducting sensors. For one set of booms, these sen-

7. Mozer, F.S. (1973) Analysis of techniques for measuring dc and ac electric
fields, Space Sci. Rev. 14:272.

8. Burke, W.J., Hardy, D.A., Rich. F.J., Kelley, M.C.. Smiddy. M., Shu-
man. B., Sagalyn, R.C., Vancour, R.P., Wildman, P.J.L., and Lai,
S.T. (1980) Electrodynamic structure of the late evening sector of the auro-
ral zone, J. Geophys. Res. 85:1179.

9. Mozer, F.S., Cattell, C.A., Hudson M.K., Lysak, R.L., Temerin. M..

and Torbert, R. B. (1980) Satellite measurements and theories of low alti-
tude particle acceleration, Space Sci. Rev. 27:155.

10. Mozer, F.S., Torbert, R.B., Fahleson, U.V., Falthammar, C. -G., Gon-
falone, A., and Pedersen. A. (1978) Measurements of quasistatic and low
frequency electric fields with spherical double probes on the ISEE-1 space-
craft, IEEE Trans. Geosci. Electronics GE-16:258.

11. Pedersen, A., Cattell, C.A., Falthammar, C.-G., Formisano, V., Lind-
qvist, P. -A., Mozer, F., and Torbert, R. (1984) Quasistatic electric field
measurements with spherical double probes on the GEOS and ISEE satel-
lites, Space Sci. Rev. 37:269.
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sors are spheres. For the other, they are cylindrical antennas shared by the Pas-

sive Plasma Sounder and the Langmuir probe. The Langmuir probe has two dif-

ferent operating modes controlled by an on-board microprocessor. In the Lang-

muir probe mode, the spherical sensors are biased at fixed potentials relative to

the plasma, and the current collected by the spheres is measured to provide infor-

mation on cold electron temperature and density. In the electric field mode, the

sensors are current-biased and measure electric fields by determining the poten-

tial difference between opposing sensors.

Figure 16 illustrates the primary components of the spherical and cylindrical

probe units. Inboard and outboard of the sphere are stub segments several meters

* long and short guard segments. These stubs and guards are driven at potentials

with respect to the sphere that are controlled by the microprocessor and/or deter-

mined for each by ground command. They control the photoelectron flux from the

sphere to the spacecraft, which can produce several mV/m offsets in the electric

field measurement.

The surface of each sensor is connected to a high input impedance unity gain

preamplifier inside each sphere and at the bases of the cylindrical wire antennas.

The preamps have an input impedance greater than 108 ohms, exceeding the dc

source impedance of the plasma by two orders of magnitude. The input capacit-

ance of the sphere preamps is 0. 25 pF, while the coupling capacitance of the 8-cm-

diameter spheres is about 5 pF. Thus, the ac signals are attenuated a few percent.

The sphere preamplifier bandwidth is more than 1 MHz, and the dc differential

signal dynamic range is ±100 V. The high input impedance preamplifiers at the

base of the cylindrical probes have a frequency response from dc to over 1 MHz

and a dynamic range over ±35 V. The sphere and cylinder preamplifiers have a

calibration mode in which arbitrary dc potentials can be placed on the input of the

preamps to verify the output gains and operations of the instrument electronics.

3.1 Current Biasing

An important capability of the experiment in the electric field mode is putting

a bias current on the sensors. The impedance between the sensor and the plasma

is a nonlinear function of the current flowing from the sensor to the plasma (bias

current). Thus, the accuracy of the electric field experiment can be maximized

by determining the impedance as the function of bias current and by applying the

optimum value of bias current to the sensor. The value of the bias current to the

sensors can be adjusted between +0. 36 pA and -0. 36 PA in 256 linear steps. The

bias current can either be set by ground command, or set to an optimum value

determined by the digital control circuitry through on-board microprocessor anal-

ysis of bias sweeps or to a current that varies sinusoidally at the spin frequency.
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3.2 Langmuir Probe Mode

During the Langmuir probe modes of operation, the spheres are biased at
fixed voltages and their collected currents are measured. These modes measure

the temperature and density of electrons with energies on the order of a few elec-

tron volts. Sphere currents are digitized by both the telemetry and burst electron-

ics. During this mode of operation, voltage sweeps are used in the place of cur-

rent sweeps as described above.

To determine the contributions of photoelectron fluxes from the stubs, guards,
and spacecraft to the total current drawn by the spheres, a diagnostic sequence of

voltage values is placed on the stubs and guards. H'ach offset value is put on the

stub for a programmable number of cycles of the voltage biasing.

3.3 MUX and Analog to Digital Electronics

Selected potential difference measurements, the analog outputs of bandpass

filter banks, the potentials of each sensor, analog data from the three component

measurement of the fluxgate magnetometer, and high frequency measurements

from the search coil magnetometer are fed through a network of programmable

and fixed anti-aliasing filters and into the telemetry and burst multiplexors. The

voltage, current, and magnetometer measurements that have been processed by
an Automatic Gain Control (AGC) circuit also go into the burst and telemetry mul-
tiplexors. Each multiplexor has a dedicated 12-bit A-D converter. The list of

5- digitizable main telemetry quantities is given in Table 8, and a list of digitizable

burst quantities is given in Table 9.

, -The Langmuir probe will provide potential difference measurements to the

-- low energy Plasma Analyzer (AFGL-701-6) for on-board correlation with particle

measurements and also to the Passive Plasma Sounder (AFGL-701-15).

" " 3. 1 Mieroprocessor Control

The Langmuir probe has two microprocessors. One is responsible for tele-
* . -metry formatting, command reception and execution, sensing burst conditions,

boom deployment, current and voltage sweeps, gain decisions, and other control

functions. The second microprocessor is responsible for continuously collecting

burst data and playing it back through the telemetry. Both contain sufficient RAM

memory for substantial ground reprogramming. This capability was very useful

in the ISEE-1 MOM experiment, although the amount of RAM available was far too

small and hindered some experimentation.

3.5 Buirst Memnor%

Filling the burst memory is controlled by the burst microprocessor, which
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Table 8. Langmuir Probe: Main Telemetry Quantities

(1) Potential difference between spherical probe 1 and the spacecraft or
current gathered from spherical probe 2 (low frequency)

(2) Potential difference between spherical probes or current collected by
sphere 1 (low frequency signal)

(3) Potential difference between spherical probe 1 and spacecraft or the
current gathered by sphere 1

(4) Automatic Gain Control (AGC)

(5) Potential difference between spherical probe 1 and spacecraft or the
current gathered by sphere 1

(6) Potential difference between Cylindrical Probes

(7) Bandpass filter 1 (center frequency = 32 Hz)
(8) Bandpass filter (center frequency - 256 Hz)

(9) Bandpass filter filter 3 (center frequency 2046 Hz)

(10) Search coil

(11) Potential difference between spherical probe 1 and spacecraft

(12) Potential difference between cylindrical probe 3 and spacecraft

(13) Potential difference between cylindrical probe 4 and spacecraft

(14) Fluxgate magnetometer x component

(15) Fluxgate magnetometer y component

(16) Fluxgate magnetometer z component

monitors electric and magnetic field data to determine when a threshold set by

ground command is exceeded. All or part of the burst memory is filled at the oc-

currence of this "event. " The data rate, duration of filling the memory, and the

sequence of quantities fed into the memory are controlled by ground command.

Because of the fast digitization rate, a separate 12-bit A-D converter is used for

burst data collections. Data are sampled at commandable rates less than or equal

to the maximum rate of 50, 000 quantities per second and are stored in the burst

memory for a commanded length of time or until the memory is filled. The size
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Table 9. Langmuir Probe: Burst Telemetered Quantities

(1) Voltage between spherical probe 2 and spacecraft or current collected
from spherical probe 2

(2) Potential difference between spherical probe 2 and spherical probe 1 or
current collected by spherical probe 1

(3) Signal from search coil magnetometer or potential between spherical

probe 2 and spacecraft

(4) Potential between spherical probe 2 and spacecraft

(5) Potential differential between two cylindrical probes (high frequency)

(6) Potential difference between cylindrical probe 3 and spacecraft

S- (7) DC potential difference between the two cylindrical probes

(8) Potential difference between spherical probe l and spherical probe 2
(high frequency)

(9) Potential difference between probe 3 and the spacecraft

(10) Fluxgate magnetometer x axis

(11) Fluxgate magnetometer y axis

(12) Fluxgate magnetometer z axis

(13) Automatic Gain Control (AGC)

of this memory is 192 kbytes (8 bits per byte). The ROM algorithm for burst
sampling allows a great deal of flexibility in sampling these data. The quantities
to be sampled, their ordering, the frequency of the samples, and the amount of

the event preamble to be saved are all ground programmable. The microproces-
sor allows up to 16 quantities sampled. This yields the possibility for more so-
phisticated sampling scenarios where some quantities are sampled more often
than others, effectively giving higher resolution to those quantities.
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V. Particle Experiments

Overview

SPACEIRAD particle detectors are designed to give measurements with high

time, angular, and energy resolution of: electrons. from 10 eV to 10 MeV; pro -

tons, from 10 eV to 600 MeV; and the major ion species. from 40 eV/Q to

.. 15 MeV/ion. Additional information will be provided by supporting experiments

..

. from the Lockheed Electron and Proton Spectrometer and Mass Composition Ex-perimentsV and the University of Chicago Cosmic Ray Experiment. In addition,
SPACERAD will provide dose measurements by two very different methods.

The data from these experiments will be used (a) to provide concurrent envi-

ronmental specification for the Engineering Experiments, particularly for the Mi-

croelectronics Experiment; (b) to extend existing static radiation belt models in

energy, pitch angle, and ion composition; and (c) to study in detail the dynamic

processes of the radiation belts.

Table 10 is a summary list of the particle detectors, their energy ranges,

* energy resolution, and angular resolution. Figures 17 and 18 show graphically the
p. energy ranges covered for electrons and ions, respectively. They also show, by

cross-hatched regions, where cross-calibration of the particle detectors will be

made. Each instrument will be fully calibrated at the facility listed in the right-

hand column.
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ELECTRONS
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..... OSIMETER GSFC: GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

Figure 17. Individual Energy Ranges for Electron Experiments
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Figure 18. Individual Energy Ranges for Ion Experiments
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1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The Low Energy Plasma Analyzer for CRRES is designed to measure the

three dimensional distribution function of electrons and ions in the energy range

from 10 eV to 30 keV and to determine where in the distribution function and at what
frequency wave-particle interactions occur. Both the plasma sheet and the plasma
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injected into the inner magnetosphere during substorms are primarily composed

of particles in this energy range, an energy range considered low compared with

radiation belt particles. The low energy plasma plays a major role in the dyna-

mics of the inner magnetosphere. Because the particles serve as a source for the

radiation belts, this plasma and its interaction with the ambient waves and fields

must be understood for the development of a dynamic radiation belt model.

2. APPLICATION

Electrostatic analyzers of various geometries have been used for many years

as the primary means of measuring both electrons and ions in the energy range

from thermal energies to energies in the neighborhood of 50 keV. Many of these

V analyzers have been basically monodirectional, determining pitch angle effects by

relying on the spin of the satellite or on a motor driven system. 1, 2, 3, 4 Two dif-

ficulties exist with such systems. First, since they rely on a motor system or4
satellite spin to provide pitch angle variation, they, of necessity, convolve spatial,

temporal. and pitch angle effects. Second, since they typically measure in a

plane defined by the satellite spin vector, they can only defiae two dimensional

S. distribution functions.

Recently, particle experiments have been designed to make increasingly so-

phisticated, simultaneous, multiangular measurements. This has been accom-

plished in two ways: first, by creating arrays of monodirectional detectors, 5, 6

and second, by using spherical geometries to make multiangular measurements

1. Heikkila, W.J., Smith, J.B., Jarstrup, J., and Winningham, J.D. (1970)The
soft particle spectrometer in the ISIS-I satellite, Rev. Sci. Instr. 41:1393.

2. McIlwain C. (1971) UCSD Experiments and Operations Manual for the Envi-
ronmental Measurements Experiment on the Applications Technology Satel-
lite Mission AlS-iF, Westinghouse Defense and Space Center Document
710667, pp. 4-109.

3. Hardy, D.A., Gussenhoven, M.S., and Huber, A. (1979) The Precipitating
Electron Detectors (SSJ/3) for the Block 5D/Flights 2-5DMSP Satellites:
Calibration and Data Presentation, AFGL-TR-79-0210, AD A083136.

4. Vampola, A.L., and Kuch G.A. (1978) Induced precipitation of the inner zone
electrons: 1. Observations, J. Geophys. Res. 83:2543.

5. Winningham, J.D., Burch, J.L., Eakers, N., Blevins, V.A., and Hoffman,
R.A. (1981) The low altitude plasma instrument (LAPI) Space Sci. Instru-
mentation 5:465.

6. Burch, J.L., Winningham, J.D., Blevins, V.A., Eakers, N., Gibson, W.C.,
and Hoffman, R. A. (1981) High-altitude plasma instrument for Dynamics
Explorer-A, Space Sci. Instrumentation 5:455.
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through a single sensor. 7, 8 These detectors have been capable of making true

measurements of the three dimensional distribution function. The Low Energy

Plasma Analyzer is of the second type, 9 where, by taking advantage of increased

understanding of particle motion in a spherical analyzer, the three dimensional

distribution will be specified to an accuracy in pitch angle of 1 degree.

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUE

The basic sensors of the experiment are two 260 spherical electrostatic anal-

yzers. The geometry of the sensors is shown in Figure 19. Each analyzer con-

sists of two concentric spherical plates. On one edge, the space between the

plates is closed off except for the entrance aperture. Along the other edge, a mi-

crochannel plate is positioned. The entrance aperture limits particle access to an

angular fan of approximately 5. 60 by 128". A symmetric potential is applied to

the plates. The electric field produced is such that, for a fixed potential, only

particles within a 3-percent energy band of the central energy defined by the poten-

tial have great circle trajectories within the space between the plates that will in-

tersect the microchannel plate. The focussing of the system is such that within

the 1280 angle defined by the entrance aperture, the particles' pitch angles are

imaged onto the microchannel plate to an accuracy of less than 1 degree.

Particles that impact the microchannel plate produce an electron cascade, re-

sulting in a measurable pulse. A discrete anode system determines the position of

such pulses along the microchannel plate. Particle positions are sorted into six-

teen 80 zones spanning the 128 fan. In addition, any one 80 zone can be sorted

into eight 1° zones to image the atmospheric loss or source cones. The preampli-

fied pulses from each 8* zone are also fed out in parallel to a particle correlator

board. The particle correlator records the arrival times of each electron or ion

within each 80 zone with a high frequency clock. An on-board microprocessor

then performs an autocorrelation to determine any high frequency bunching in the

7. Frank, L.A., Yeager, D. M. , Owens, H. D. , Ackerson, K. L. , and English,
M. R. (1978) Quadraspherical LEPEDEAS for ISEE's 1 and 2 plasma experi-

ments, IEEE Trans. Geosci. Electronics GE-16:221.

8. Bame, S.J., Asbridge, J.R., Felthauser, H.E., Glare, J.P., Paschmann, T..
Hernmerick, P.. Lebmann, K., and Rosenbauer, H. (1978) ISEE-1 and
ISEE-2 fast plasma experiments and the ISEE-3 solar wind experiment.
IEEE Trans. Geosci. Electronics .GE-16:216.

9. Coates, A.J., Johnstone, A.D., Kellock, S.J., Smith, M.F., Booxes, T.,
and Winningham. S.D. (1984) A Space-Borne Plasma Analysis for Three-
Dimensional Measurements o! the Velocity Distribution. Zubmitted to IEEE
1984 Nucl. Sci. Sympos., Fla.
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Figure 19. Schematic Diagram of the Low Energy Plasma
Sensor Showing Trajectories Within the Detector for Particles
Incident at Two Different Locations

particle arrival times produced by WPI. The correlator also receives as input

the ac signal from the electric field antenna. The correlator determines the zero
5- crossing times of this signal and then cross correlates this with the particle tim-

ing data as an additional technique to identify WPIs.

The number of voltage steps per sweep can be set between 1 and 128. The ex-

periment will normally operate so that 30 point spectra will be taken twice a sec-

ond, or a 120 point spectrum once every 2 seconds over the entire energy range
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from 10 eV to 30 keV. With each measurement telemetered as an 8-bit logarith-

mically compressed word, approximately 15 kbits/sec would normally be needed

to readout the experiment plus the telemetry needed to readout the correlator re-

sults. To fit the data within the - 2. 6 kbit/sec telemetry rate, a microprocessor

selects a portion of the data. Ten different preset modes have been established

for the experiment, representing different mixes of electron, ion, and correlator

data.

The experiment receives, as a direct input, information on the orientation of

the angular fan being sampled relative to the in situ magnetic field. This informa-

tion sets the measurement sequence for several of the modes. For example, the

magnetometer data establish which two 80 zones within each satellite spin contain

the atmospheric loss cone. Within these zones, 30-point spectra are recorded in

eight 10 zones to image the loss cone. In addition to the preset modes stored in

Read Only Memory in the experiment, the satellite can be programmed from the

ground after satellite launch to set up any other measurement sequence desired.

Each measurement sequence is repeated each half spin of the satellite.

4. FUNCTION BLOCK DIAGRAM

The function block diagram for the Low Energy Plasma Analyzer is shown in

Figure 20. The experiment has two separate 260 sensors, one to measure elec-

trons and one to measure ions. Each sensor has an independent programmable

sweep voltage supply to set the plate voltages. The stepping and dwell times of the

voltages are controlled through a sweep clock from the data processing unit (DPU).

The bias voltages for the microchannel plates are provided by a second set of

power supplies. The bias voltage can be set at any one of 14 levels spanning the

normal operating range of the microchannel plate. This capability permits on-

orbit compensation for any decrease in microchannel plate gain.

The discrete anode array divides the 1280 azimuthal detection fan for each

sensor into sixteen 80 zones. The outputs of each 80 zone are fed to one of 16

coarse zone preamplifiers. The number of amplified pulses occurring in an ac-

cumulation time is determined in a series of hybridized, addressable, quad, 8-bit

counters. In addition, each 80 zone is subdivided into eight 10 segments. The

counts in any set of eight 10 elements are measured by determining coincidence

between the outputs of the eight fine zone amplifiers and the demultiplexed pulses

from any one of the 16 coarse zone preamplifiers. As for the 80 zones, the num-

bers of coincidences occurring in an accumulation time are determined by hybri-

dized, addressable, quad, 8 bit counters.

The 32 outputs of the coarse zone preamplifiers are provided in parallel to
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the particle correlator. The particle correlator uses a high frequency clock to

time the arrival of each pulse and a SA3000 microprocessor to perform an auto-

correlation on the pulse timing data. In addition, the ac signal from the electric

field experiment is fed to the DPU and routed within LEPA to the correlator. The

high frequency clock is used to time the zero crossings of the wave form. The

microprocessor cross-correlates these data with pulse timing data.

The DPU reads out the data from the sensor unit and the particle correlator

counters over an 8-bit parallel bus. The DPU uses an SA3000 microprocessor

A operating with interrupt-driven software. The five interrupts are: (1) The mag-

netometer interrupt, which determines when the atmospheric loss cone is within

the detection fan of the analyzer, using magnetic field data provided directly from

the on-board magnetometer; (2) The sun pulse interrupt, which initiates software

to determine the satellite spin rate; (3) The timer interrupt, which initiates soft-

ware controlling the stepping of the sweep voltage power supply and the reading of

the data from the counter; (4) An interrupt provided over the serial telecommand

line that causes the DPU to transfer data into the telemetry stream; and (5) A sec-

ond interrupt provided over the serial telecommand line that indicates whether the

DPU is to receive commands or new programming.

For each operating mode, the data for a half spin are stored in an 8 kbyte

buffer in a fixed blocked pattern. Each buffer is filled, and the data are transferred

into the telemetry stream approximately one half spin after accumulation.
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1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The Medium Energy Electron Spectrometer consists of two sensors: Sensor A

(Medium Electrons) measures electrons with energies of order of magnitude
2 3 o10 _ 10 keV, and Sensor B (Electron-Proton-Angle-Spectrometer) measures

electrons with energies of order of magnitude 101 - 102 keV and protons of ener-
gies 101 - 10 keV. Because of its lower energy range, Sensor B will be described

before Sensor A.

The Electron-Proton-Angle Spectrometer (EPAS), or Sensor B. measures

protons and electrons with emphasis on wide pitch angle coverage with good pitch

angle resolution. The viewing angles and apertures of the instrument achieve

electron pitch angle coverage between 00 and 120' with respect to the spacecraft

axis. Protons are measured in four directions (Figure 21). The combination of a
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"-" Figire 21. Schematic of Collimator and Magnetic Shielding Can for
=, - w E lec tron- Proton-A ngle Spectrometer

• special magnetic deflection system and solid state particle detection technique

;'-- makes possible simultaneous measurements for different pitch angles.

'-'."Protons are measured in the energy range 20 keV-2 MeV, and electrons, in

%' " the range 20OkeV-300 keV. The lower energy thresholds will be made as low as is

,- '.technically feasible for solid state detectors to ensure reasonable energy overlap

" with the Low Energy Plasma Analyzer (AFGL-701-6). The parameters to be de-

"';i-'.''.:termined by the EPAS instrument are temporal, spectral, and directional varia-

" ' 'itions of the electron and proton fluxes.

.2. APPLICATION

Since energetic particles gradient drift in the magnetosphere on fairly short

time scales (,-one-half hour), they can provide information on the general state
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of the magnetosphere. For example, as the geomagnetic tail is stressed prior to

a substorm, the pitch angle distributions of energetic electrons are modified,

presumably by the drift shell-splitting effect. To investigate this kind of process,

good three-dimensional particle distributions must be measured. Boundaries de-

fined by spatial gradients can also be sensed remotely by such an instrument.

From magnetospheric observations of energy spectra and ionic composition.

one can infer the sources of the plasma and energetic particles. Identification of

the plasma source, whether solar or ionospheric, then suggests the mechanism of

access to the magnetosphere. Particles of solar origin enter the magnetosphere

at regions of weak B (that is, at the polar cleft and at the equatorial flanks of the

tail), PltLiCipate in Lhe large-scale convective motions of the magnetosphere, and

are soon found in the various tail and dayside boundary layers. Ultimately, they

may be injected into the central magnetosphere by substorm-associated processes.

During such disturbed intervals, we would attempt to identify those acceleration

and transport processes that explain the adiabatic and nonadiabatic changes in the

particles reaching the spacecraft.

Critical to the coupling of the magnetosphere with the ionosphere are the in-

teractions of particles with waves. The waves are needed to scatter field-aligned

ionospheric particles into trapped orbits. Conversely, waves also act to precipi-

tate particles into the ionosphere. We will examine the effect of different plasma

waves on particle precipitation. We will also study the effects of ion-cyclotron

waves on protons and heavier inrs.

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES FOR SENSOR B: ELECTRON-PROTON-ANGLE
SPECTROMETER (EPAS)

Basically, the EPAS instrument consists of a collimator and a magnetic

shielding can that houses the magnet pole pieces, yoke, support structure, and the

detectors (Figure 22). Particles entering the spectrometer encounter a homoge-

neous magnetic field of '-0. 08 T, which separates protons and heavier ions from

electrons. The magnetic field geometry was designed so that a parallel beam of

electrons entering the instrument at a fixed angle with respect to the axis of the

aperture is deflected by -180 ° and focused to a single point irrespective of its

energy. The focusing can be achieved for electron energies between 15 and

300 keV. The deflection system defines a focal curve where each point corres-

ponds to a given angle of incidence to the spectrometer. Along this focal curve,

five rectangular solid state detectors are mourted that define five angular inter-

vals within the 600 aperture of the unit. The electron energy is determined from
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Figure 22. Schematic of the Magnetic Deflection System and Detectors in the
Electron- Proton -Angle Spectrometer

p.j

pulse height analysis for each detector. The energy range of -15 to 300 keV is

divided into 15 approximately logarithmically spaced energy channels.

The deflection of protons and heavy ions with energies above 20 keV is small.

They propagate on almost straight lines and are detected in two solid state detec-

tor telescopes. Figure 22 shows the arrangement of two telescopes behind the

magnetic deflection system. Each telescope consists of a front and a back solid

state detector. The front detector is used for energy analysis; the back detectors

define the angular acceptance of the telescope and provide a veto signal to reject

penetrating particles. The upper energy range of the telescope is determined by

the thickness of the front detector, here 100/i thick, and thus covers the energy

range up to 3300 keV for protons. The energy range of 20 to 3300 keV is divided

into 12 approximately logarithmically spaced energy channels. However, no iden-

tification of the different ion species is possible. The front detector of the tele-

scope is operated with the aluminum contact facing the environment. Although

the aluminum contact is somewhat thicker than the gold one, giving a slightly

3 higher penetration threshold, the detector lifetime against radiation damage is

thereby increased by two or more orders of magnitude in total ion exposure.

The EPAS instrument contains two such sensor units with a resulting angular

A coverage of 120* for electrons and four different angular intervals for the ions
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(see Figure 21). Table 11 presents a summary of the energy range, energy chan-

nels. look directions of the detectors, angular resolution, and geometric factors.

4. FUNCTION BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR SENSOR B

The function block diagram of the analog part of the EPAS instrument is

shown in Figure 23. All particle detectors (ions: P 0 to P 3; electrons: E 0 to E 9)

are followed by charge sensitive preamplifiers, pulse amplifiers, pulse formers,

and discriminators.

The proton telescopes produce three different sets of data: the count rates of

the front detectors (P 0 to P 3), the count rates of the back detectors (U 0 to U 3),

and coincidence counts of the front and back detectors. The count rates of the

front detectors go to a "Proton Selector" unit that selects one of the four for energy

analysis in the proton pulse height analyzer (PHA). This analysis is only carried

out if a coincidence between front and back detectors has not occurred. These

data are called differential count rates.

Simultaneously, the count rates of the four front detectors are routed via dis-

criminators to the data processing unit (DPU); these are called integral count

rates.

The data lines from the 10 electron detectors (E 0 to E 9) pass the "Electron

Selector, " which determines the electron detector on which channel energy analysis

is carried out in the "Electron PHA. " The 10 data lines are also routed via dis-

criminators as integral count rates directly to the DPU.

The proton and electron PHA sort the count rates from one selected proton

and electron detector into 12 and 15 different energy intervals, respectively.

An in-flight test generator (IFC) supervises the instrument. Pulses with

varying amplitudes are fed into the inputs of the charge-sensitive amplifiers and

are counted not only at the outputs of the two PHAs, but also at the outputs of the

discriminators. The in-flight calibrator is initiated via the IFC ON line and con-

trolled by the frequency on the IFC clock.

The DPU will provide 16 scalers to monitor the integral counting rates from

the 10 electron detectors, 4 proton front detectors, and coincidence and back de-

tector counting rates of the proton detector selected for pulse height analysis.

Two scalers in the DPU will be driven by two sets of 4-bit address and single

strobe lines, one each for the proton and electron detector selected for pulse

height analysis.

The DPU will contain power supplies to provide power with various voltages to

the sensor.
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Table 11. Electron - Proton -Angle Spectrometer Specifications

-/Electrons 
Ions

Energy range 16 - 300 keV 20 - 3300 keV

Energy channels integral >22 > 27

differential 16 - 23 20 - 27

% '23 -30 27- 35

30 -37 35 -45

I37 - 44 45 -59

44 -52 59 -75

52 -60 75 -98

60 -70 98 -130

?70 - 83 130 -169

83-96 169-226

96-114 226-301

114 -133 301 -403

133 -154 403 -3300

154 - 180

180 - 214

214 - 300

Look directions of 10' 20" 30* 23' 46*

-pdetectors with respect 40* 50' 80* 83* 106*

to the spin axis 90" 100" 110.

120"

Angular resolutions

in elevation ±3*
KM ~~in azimuth : ~ 2

Geon,.,rlc factor 5 x 10- cm ar 2 x 104 cm sr
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a vertical bar with the approximate width of the entrance aperture. At this focal

plane, there are 18 detectors. One is covered and measures penetrating particles,
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such as cosmic rays. The other 17 detectors separate the energy range of the in-

strument into 17 different energy channels. A schematic diagram, without the ex-

ternal collimator, is shown in Figure 24 to illustrate the analyzing chamber. In-

ternal baffling acts as a disc-loaded collimator to reduce scattering within the in-

instrument.

, ODOX V
POLE PIECE

-ILiD DEETORS r

--- 
00 0. _ i-a o 

= 4o
-TUNGSTEN IRO YOKE

COLLIMATOR

Figure 24. Schematic Diagram of the Analyzing Chamber
of the Medium Electron Sensor

Since the momentum (and hence, the energy) of the electron incident on a de-

tector is known from geometric considerations, the information available from the

energy deposit in the detector can discriminate against various types of background

effects, such as bremsstrahlung, cosmic rays, penetrating protons, etc. The re-

suit is a "clean" measurement of electron fluxes, even with backgrounds that ne-

gate the use of sensors that attempt to identify electrons only by their energy de-

posit and another parameter such as dE/dX.

Internal and external disc-loaded collimators limit the acceptance angle to

±11* in the horizontal direction and from ±11 to ±30 in the vertical direction.
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The vertical angle is energy-dependent; it is smaller for higher energies. The
look direction of the aperture is normal to the spin axis of the vehicle, with the
horizontal axis of the collimator parallel to the spin axis.

Figure 25 shows the electronic logic utilized for each channel. The signal
from the detector is amplified, using a charge-coupled preamplifier, and then

HG  .0. AMP DPULSE I TO STORARFLO L F I O - l  OUT  ACCUMULATOR

Figure 25. Electronic Logic for Each Channel in the Medium Electron Sensor

processed by a two-level discriminator. The lower level is set at 50 percent of
the minimum energy electron that can be focused upon the detector after passing
through the collimator. Energy deposits below this amount result from brems-

strahlung or electrons that have been scattered within the analyzing chamber (in-
cluding scattering out of another detector). The 50-percent level permits the
channel to count electrons that have an anomalously high loss of energy in the de-
tector as escaping X rays and bremsstrahlung, or electrons that scatter back out
of the detector without losing all of their energy.

The upper level discriminator is set at 110 percent of the maximum analyzed
electron energy on the detector. (The extra 10 percent allows efficient counting of
maximum energy electrons even if the detector becomes degraded in orbit. ) En-
ergy deposits above this upper level are usually caused by very energetic protons,
or cosmic rays, that penetrate the walls of the chamber and pass through the de-
tector. Minimum proton energy for penetration of the chamber is 120 MeV for the
minimum path length. Most paths are much longer.

The energy range and geometric-energy factor for each of the channels are

shown in Table 12.
The instrument is 27.5 cm by 7.5 cm high, weighs 7.5 kg, and uses 0.9 W

of power at 28 V.
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Table 12. Medium Energy Electron Spectrometer Energy Ranges and
Geometric-Energy Factors

Channel Emin(keV) Ermax(keV) GEF(cm 2 ster-keV)

1 46.8 107 4.74

2 120 199 5.50

3 216 308 5.67

A 32 47 r %r

5 446 552 5.32

6 573 682 5. 01

7 703 816 4.54

8 838 952 4. 10

9 974 1090 3. 74

10 1110 1230 3.43

11 1250 1370 3. 17

12 1390 1510 2.94

13 1530 1650 2. 74

14 1680 1790 2. 57

15 1820 1940 2.41

16 1960 2080 2.27

17 2100 2220 2.15
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9. The Spectrometer for Electrons and
Protons (ONR-307-3)

by

J.B. Reagan, E.E. Gaines, S.J. Battel,
D.A. Simpson, W.L. Imhof, and R.R. Vondrak

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory
Palo Alto, CA 94304

1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The ONR-307-3 Spectrometer for Electrons and Protons (SEP) measures with

fine pitch-angle resolution the flux of energetic electrons in the energy range of

20-5000keV and the flux of energetic protons in the energy range 500keV-100 MeV.

;4 The ONR-307-3 SEP consists of three identical particle telescopes composed of

surface-barrier silicon detectors with active anticoincidence shielding and narrow

collimation (30 FWHM). The energy spectra are measured with fine energy reso-

lution: 24 contiguous channels for the electrons, and 48 contiguous channels for

protons. The three particle telescopes are mounted at optimum angles to the

CRRES spin axis to provide nearly complete pitch-angle coverage on each space-

craft spin.

The SEP is one ,mponent of the ONR-307 Energetic Particles and Ion Compo-

sition (EPIC) Experiment. The other EPIC instruments are the ONR-307-8-1.
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ONR-307-8-2 Low Energy Ion Mass Spectrometers that measure primarily the ion

composition between 0. 1 and 32 keV/q, 1 and the ONR-307-8-3 Medium Energy Ion

Mass Spectrometer that measures the ion composition between 20 and 8000 keV-
2 2

The overall objective of the ONR-307-3 experiment is to obtain necessary data

to construct predictive models, suitable for engineering purposes, of the energetic

particle and plasma environment in those regions of space of primary interest to the

DOD satellite operations. The specific science objectives of this experiment are:

*- (1) To measure the intensity, energy spectra, and pitch angle distribution of

-" xenergetic electrons and protons continuously as a function of time. These meas-

urements will characterize the dynamical behavior of the radiation belts.

(2) To compute accurately the total omnidirectional flux at the satellite posi-

tion.

(3) To understand the physics of the sources, energization, transport, life-

times, and losses of energetic particles in the Earth's radiation belts.

(4) To understand the details of wave-particle interactions (WPI), both natu-

ral and manmade. that are a principal loss mechanism for radiation belt particles.

These WPI produce particle precipitation into the ionosphere that can disrupt

radio-wave communications of vital interest to the U.S. Navy.

(5) To utilize this experimental data base to greatly improve the accuracy of

the trapped radiation belt models and to characterize model particle precipitation.

2. APPLICATION

. The ONR-307-3 SEP Experiment will measure continuously the complete en-

ergy and angular distribution of the energetic electrons and protons. This meas-

urement of the complete distribution of the trapped energetic particle population
% N2 with fine angular resolution is necessary to:K (a) "Remote sense" the omnidirectional flux far away from the satellite orbit

plane by directly unfolding the measured in situ pitch angle distribution to derive

the pitch angle distribution at all lower altitudes. A measurement of the complete

pitch angle distribution at the CRRES satellite enables the experimenter, through

adiabatic transformation of the particle bounce motion, to define the particle popu-

1. Quinn, J.M., Shelley, E.G., Battel, S.J., Hertzberg, F., Roselle, S., and
ASaunders, T.C. (1985) The Low Fnergy Ion Mass Spectrometer

(ONR-307-8-1, ONR-307-T8-'= AFGL-TR-85-0017 (this volume).

2. Voss, H.D., Shelley, E.G., G i-Ilmetti, A.G., Hertzberg, E., Battel, S.J.,
%" , Appert, K. L., and Vondrak, Fi.R. (1985) The Medium Energy Ion Mass

Spectrometer (IMS-HI) (ONH-307-8-3). AFGL-TR-85-0017 (this volume).
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lation on the field line below the satellite. Such measurements are absolutely es-

sential to the mapping of the radiation belts to all altitudes.

(b) Investigate the narrow "source/loss cone" regions of the pitch angle dis-
tribution that are the primary sources and the major sinks of radiation belt parti-
cles. The pitch angle diffusion of particles into the atmospheric loss cone is one
of the principal mechanisms for radiation belt depletion. Understanding the pitch
angle diffusion rates into the loss cone caused by natural and manmade waves is
central to modeling the dynamic behavior of the radiation belts.

The ONR-307-3 instrument can accomplish these objectives because it has

comprehensive pitch angle measurements with fine angular resolution (3 FWHM).
The arrangement of the three identical telescopes, combined with the spin of the

spacecraft, will provide nearly complete measurement of the particle distribution

function for all orientations of the spin axis to the magnetic field.

High temporal resolution measurements (0. 25 sec) will enable the study of

source/loss cone transient mechanisms, substorm injections, and L-shell splitting.
A 12-channel energy spectrum is obtained every 0.25 sec. The pitch angle distri-

bution from 0 to 900 over 12 energy channels is obtained every 7. 5 sec at a spin
rate of 2 rpm. Compl.ete angular distribution functions over the entire energy

range for both electrons (24 energy channels) and protons (48 energy channels) can
be obtained in about 3 min.

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

The ONR-307-3 instrument is based heavily on the successful SC-3 spectro-

meter on the SCATHA mission and consists of a series of solid-state particle spec-
trometers, each with four detector elements. The SC-3 instrument was described

in detail by Reagan et al3 and by Stevens and Vampola. 4 The configuration of each
spectrometer is shown in Figure 26. Various logic combinations of the four detec-
tor elements in the spectrometer determine the particle types and energy ranges

that are measured in several command-selectable, time-multiplexed modes of

operation.
The D-detector, 200-pm thick intrinsic SI, measures both the rate of energy

loss of the higher energy particles, and directly stops and measures the lower en-

3. Reagan, J.B., Nightingale, R.W., Gaines, E.E., Imhof, W.L., and Stassino-
poulos, E.G. (1981) Outer zone energetic electron spectral measurements,
J. Spacecraft and Rockets 18:83-88.

4. Stevens, J.R., and Vampola, A.L. (1978) Description of the Space Test Pro-
gram P78-2 Spacecraft and Payloads, Space ant Missile Systems Organiza-
ion, Air Force Systems Command, TR-78-24.
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ergy particles. The E-detector, a stack of five 2-mm-thick detectors in parallel.

is located behind the D-detector to stop the higher energy particles and to measure

their total energy loss. The E '-detector, 1000 pm thick, is located behind the

E-detector and is used as an active collimator. Behind the E'-detector is a tung-

sten absorber that sets the upper energy limit for analysis.

36.5 cm

DE,E' ALUMINUM CONETIC
DETECTOR SHIELDING MANETIC

ABSORBER C-31016F PM POWER
WINDOW

HERMETICALLY"/ " -SEALED

_ __- CONTAINER

110.4 cm

"-ANTICOINCIDENCE
PREAMPL I FI ER

ALUMINUM

COLLIMATOR________________ L_ ELECrRONIC~BOARDS

/q

19.2 cm

Figure 26. Cross-Section View of the SCATHA SC-3 Energetic Electron/Proton
Spectrometer Showing the Various Sensor Elements and the Long Collimator

All of these detectors are fabricated of surface-barrier silicon and are

stacked together in a telescope configuration. The entire stack is surrounded by

the A-anticolncidence detector, a plastic scintillator viewed by a photomultiplier

tube. The A-detector senses and rejects energetic particles and bremsstrahlung

that penetrate either the outer shielding walls of aluminum and tungsten or the si-

licon detector stack and absorber. The detector stack is located behind a long,

narrow collimator that defines the 30 angular field-of-view (FWHM). The instru-

ment geometric factor is approximately 3 x 10 - 3 cm 2-ster. 3

Three spectrometers are oriented at angles of 80', 60', and 400 to the CRRES

spin axis. These three spectrometers comprise the ONR-307-3-1 Sensor Package

(SP) shown in Figure 27. The instrument analyzer electronics are mounted near

a the SP in the ONR-307-3-2 Analyzer Package (AP); both units are mounted on the
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Figure 27. Mechanical Arrangement of the Three SEP Telescopes

bottom of the spacecraft. The AP and SP are separated to achieve a lower tern-
perature in the silicon detectors for improved low-energy electron detection. 5,6

4. FUNCTION BLOCK DIAGRANti

A function block diagram of the ONR-307-3 instrument is shown in Figure 28.

The instrumert operates from a CMOS memory of 768 8-bit words that are indivi-

dually addressable and loadable via a 16-bit serial-digital command. Twelve of
these words (32-bit control register for each of the three sensors) completely

5. Voss, H.D., Reagan, J.B., Imhof, W.L., Murray, D.O., Simpson, D.A.,
-Cauffman, D.P., and Bakke, J.C. (1982a) Low temperature characteristics

of solid state detectors for energetic X-ray. ion and electron spectrometers,
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-29:164.

6. Voss, H.D., Bakke, J.C., and Roselle, S.N. (1982b) A spacecraft multichan-
nel analyzer for a multidetector solid state detector array, IEEE Trans.
Nucl. Sci. NS-29:173.
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define one operating MODE of the instrument. A MODE is defined by specifying

the logic conditions (coincidence/anticoincidence), gain, and energy thresholds

required between the four detector elements (D, E, E', A) to uniquely establish

a particle type and energy range for analysis. A choice of two amplifier gain set-

tings for the D- and E-detectors is available. The lower and upper energy thresh-

olds selected for analysis by the 12-channel pulse-height analyzer (PHA) are de-

termined to 8- and '-bit resolution, respectively. Either the D- or E-detector is

selectable at any time for analysis by the PHA through the multiplexer. The en-

ergy threshold of the sensor not selected for analysis can be set to 8-bit resolution.

The operating modes can be structured to emphasize one particle type, such

as electrons, or all particle types; to concentrate on special events, such as solar

particle events; or to dwell on a narrow energy region of interest with any particle

type. The commandable options are extensive, but an optimum operating config-

uration will be loaded initially and adjusted as conditions dictate. A hard-wired

backup MODE can be selected if a major failure occurs in the memory operation.

The hard-wired backup MODE measures the higher energy electrons (300-5100 keV)

and is independent of the memory. The instrument operates in this condition auto-

matically whenever the memory is being loaded or disabled.

The operating modes will be selected as required to optimize data collection

in the inner and outer radiation belts. The basic programmable mode parameters

are the energy range and energy channel widths for the electrons and for the pro-

tons. Typical modes that may be used during the CRRES mission are shown in

Table 13.

Table 13. Spectrometer for Eiectrons and Protons: Typical Operating Modes

Species Mode Energy Range Channel Width

Electrons ELEC1 20-300 keV 20 keV

ELEC2 300-5000 keV 400 keV

Protons PROT1 0. 5-4.5 MeV 330 keV

PROT2 4.5-20 MeV 1.25 MeV

PROT3 20-45 MeV 2.0 MeV

PROT4 45-100 MeV 4.2 MeV
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1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The objective of the Proton Telescope (PROTEL) is to make well calibrated,

high resolution measurements of 1-100 MeV protons. PROTEL consists of two

sensor head assemblies and a data processing unit (DPU). The low energy sensor

head measures 1-9 MeV protons in eight contiguous energy channels. The high

energy sensor head measures 6-100MeV protons in 16 contiguous energy channels.

The entire 24 point spectrum is returned once per second. PROTEL will monitor

the major energy contributors to the radiation belts for both static and dynamic

radiation belt models.

2. APPLICATION

In the past ten years, very few proton measurements have been made in the
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energy range of PROTEL (1-100 MeV) through the heart of the radiation belts.

The present radiation belt models 1 are based largely on instruments flown in the

1960s. Many were poorly calibrated or flown only in a limited L-shell range, so

there were gaps or questionable data points in the models.

More recently, high energy proton instruments have been flown at very low or

very high altitudes. The DIAL satellite, 2 STP71-2, 3 and STP72-14 were polar

orbiting satellites that entered the lower boundary of the proton inner radiation

belt only over the South Atlantic Anomaly. The 1976-059A satellite5 ' 6 was placed

in geosynchronous orbit (L = 6.6). The S3-2 and S3-3 satellites were elliptical
polar orbiting satellites, 7,8 but the proton instruments experienced high back-

ground problems.

PROTEL is similar to instruments built by Lockheed, 3 Los Alamos, 6 TRW, 9

and Panametrics. 10 In PROTEL, we have attempted to incorporate the strengths

1. Vette, J.L., Teague, M.J., Sawyer, D.M., and Chan, K.W. (1979) Model-
ing of the earth's radiation belts, in Solar-Terrestrial Predictions Proceed-
ings (Vol. 2), R.F. Donnelly, Ed., U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington,
D.C.

2. Fischer, H. M., Auschrat, V.W., Wibberenz, G. (1977) Angular distribution
and energy spectra of protons of energy 5 < E < 50 MeV at the lower edge of
the radiation belt in equatorial latitudes, J. Geophys. Res. 82:537.

3. Reagan, J.B., Bakke, J.C., Kilner, J.R., Matthews, J.D., and Imhof, W.L.
(1972) A high-resolution multiple-particle spectrometer for the measure-
ments of solar particle events, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-19:554.

4. Filz, R.C., Katz, L., Sellers, B., Hanser, F.A., and Holeman, E. (1974)
Observations of 5-45 MeV protons at L< 3 and L> 7, Space Res.
15:321-326.

5. Belian, R.D., Baker, D.N., Higbie, P.R., and Hones, E.W., Jr. (1978)
High-resolution energetic particle measurements at 6.6 RE. 2. High-
energy proton drift echoes, J. Geophys. Res. 83:4857.

6. Baker, D.N., Belian, R.D., Higbie, P.R., and Hones, E.W., Jr. (1979)
High-energy magnetospheric protons and their dependence on geomagnetic
and interplanetary conditions, J. Geophys. Res. 84:7138.

7. Parsignault, D.R., Holeman, E., and Filz, R.C. (1981a) Solar cycle induced
modulation of the 55-MeV proton fluxes at low altitudes, J. Geophys. Res.
86:11493.

8. Parsignault, D.R., Holeman, E., and Filz, R.C. (1981b) Long-term inten-
sity decrease in the 8- to 25-MeV proton fluxes at low L values, J. Geophys.
I.es. 86:11447.

*9. Baum, J.J., Harman, R.W., Maronde, R.G., and Hornbuckle, T.A. (1972)
Design of the particles experiment subsystem of the Apollo Luna Subsatel-
lite, TEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-19:673.

10. Morel, P.R., Hanser, F.A., and Sellers, B. (1974) A Satellite Telescope
for Protons and Alphas, Panametrics, Inc., Waltham, Mass., Final
Report AFCRL-TR-74-0531, AD A003727.
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of past instrumentation techniques. The fundamental detecting elements are solid

state detectors. (For more information, see Brown et al11 and Knoll. 12

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

The two sensor heads are designed on basically the same principle (Figures

29a and 29b). Each has a collimator, a sweeping magnet. an entrance and exit

aperture, a detector stack, and passive shielding. (There is also active shielding

for the high energy head, HE, only. )

The collimator eliminates proton and electron fluxes outside of the acceptance

cone. The half-angle opening of the collimator for the low energy sensor head is

9. 6' (HE, 16. 8 ). Points of minimum thickness correspond to the range of ortho-

gonally impinging 37 MeV (HE. 42 MeV) protons. When oblique trajectories are

considered, however, this range energy increases dramatically; that is, few pro-

tons should make it to the detector stack penetrating through the collimator walls.

The collimator is made of aluminum. The inside surface has a saw-toothed pat-

tern to reduce the forward scattering of particles into the entrance aperture. This

surface is also painted with conductive matte black paint to minimize light scatter-

ing toward the detectors.

The sweeping magnet sweeps away electron fluxes that would create a back-

ground to the proton data. The maximum field strength is approximately 5 kG

which would sweep off 4 MeV (HE, 8 MeV) electrons in the sensor heads.

The entrance and exit apertures define the acceptance angle of 9. 530 of the

low energy sensor, and 16. 70* of the HE (FWHM). The effective area of each ap-
2 2

erture is 2. 22 cm (HE, 1. 77 cm ). Given their separation, the geometric factor
2_ 2_

of the low energy sensor head is 0. 0121 cm -ster (HE, 0. 12 cm -ster). The en-

trance aperture is made of 0. 744 cm (HE, 0. 744 cm) aluminum, and 0. 254 cm

(HE, 0. 687 cm) tungsten alloy.

At the heart of PROTEL are the detecting elements, the solid state detectors.

Two types are used: surface barrier and silicon-lithium drifted. A summary of

the detector stacks is shown in Table 14.

The low energy sensor uses five surface barrier detectors. The first four

are used to determine the energy of the incoming protons. The fifth detector is

11. Brown, W.L., Higgenbotham, W.A., Miller, G.L., and Chase, R.L. (1969)
Semiconductor Nuclear-Particle Detectors and Circuits, National Academy
of Sciences, Publication 1594, Washington, D.C.

12. Knoll, Glenn (1979) Radiation Detection and Measurement, John Wiley and

Sons, New York, N.Y.
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Table 14. (Prototype) Proton Telescope Detector Stacks

SENSOR D THICKNESS AREA C OVER BIAS

2(/Mm) (mm 2 ) (pf) (V)

LE 1 23.6 200 920 +14

2 31.1 300 990 +25

3 73. 5 400 600 +30

4 248 450 189 +90

5 308 600 210 +70

HE 1 325 437 140 +100

1 (Ring) 341 109

2 448 638 155 +150

2 (Ring) 392 95

3 902 760 90 +200

3 (Ring) 447 53

4 1638 909 63 +250

4 (Ring) 295 20

5 2984 1116 37 +400

5 (Ring) 310 11

6 2996 1817 67 +400
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separated from the rest by an aluminum absorber and is operated in anticoinci-

dence to the other detectors to define the upper threshold of 9 MeV.

The high energy sensor uses six detectors, the first a surface barrier detec-

tor, and the remaining five, silicon-lithium drifted detectors. The first five de-

termine the incoming proton energy. The sixth is separated by a brass absorber

and is operated in anticoincidence to the other detectors in the stack to define the

upper threshold of 100 MeV. In addition, pulse height analysis is performed on

pulses from the first detector in the low energy head to provide broad integral en-

ergy information on higher mass particles present in the radiation belts.

One of the most serious considerations for any instrument is elimination of

unwanted background. To eliminate penetrating protons and electrons and reduce

bremsstrahlung as much as is feasible, we use 0. 876 cm (HE, 0. 770 cm) aluminum,

(HE, 0. 602 cm brass), and 0.254cm (HE, 0.254cm) tungsten alloy to encase the

I-. detector stacks for the detectors. This shielding corresponds to the range of

70 MeV (HE, 100 MeV) orthogonally impinging protons and 14 MeV electrons.

The silicon-lithium drifted detectors in the high energy sensor also have ac-

tive shielding in the form of an anticoincidence "ring." The ring is part of the

same silicon wafer as the detecting element, but is electrically isolated. This ef-

fectively creates a second "detector" that is outside the acceptance angle defined

by the entrance and exit apertures. Pulses in the detector stack coincident with

k' 'pulses in the ring will be rejected as arising from penetrating particles. (Detector

6 does not have the ring configuration. )

The range-energy relationship in silicon determines the energy lost in

each detector for a given incoming particle energy. Figures 3 0a, 30b, and 30c

show the energy deposition curves for high mass particles in the first detector,

and for protons in each of the detectors of the low and high energy sensor heads.

The dashed lines show the boundaries of the energy channels for the three sets of

measurements. Using charge sensitive preamps, the lost energy (AE) is converted

from a charge to a voltage in a linear relationship. Two or three detectors (double

or triple coincidence) are analyzed with pulse height analysis techniques to ascer-

tain the proton energy. The required coincidences are listed in Table 15 as out-

puts.

13. Bichsel, H., and Tschalaer, C. (1967) A range-energy table for heavy par-
ticles in silicon, Nucl. Data, Section A 3:343.

14. Skyrme, D.J. (1967) The passage of charged particles through silicon,
Nucl. Instr. and Methods 57:61.
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Table 15. Proton Telescope Coincidence Scheme (High Energy)

* Ei (MeV) DET 1 DET 2 DET 3 DET 4 DET 5

6.00

7.15 a 2

8.53 a3  b3

10.17 a4 b4

L2.12 ab c5

-J 14.45 a6  b c

17.23 17 a7  7
20.54 a 7 8 d8

24.49 d e 9

29.20 
dl0  el0

- 34.82 d 1 1. 5 e e 1 l
41.3 d12 e12

d 49.49 a8  d3 e 13

9.d14 e4

70.35 C1 5

83.87 d16  el6

100.00 _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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4. FUNCTION BLOCK DIAGRAM

The basic objective of the electronics processing system is to analyze the

output signals from the silicon detectors to determine the energy and flux of the

incident protons that enter the sensor heads through their respective acceptance

- apertures. and to format that data for transmittal to the spacecraft telemetry sys-

tem. The block diagram of the system in Figure 31 shows the basic components

and their fundamental interconnections for the high energy sensor. The low en-

ergy electronics is identical in principle. The principal components of the system

are the front end preamplifiers and buffer amplifiers, a coincidence and anticoin-

cidence logic system, the pulse height analyzers and associated decoding logic,

accumulator latches, data formatting p-processor system, a command system.

and a power supply system.

(a) The preamplifiers are commercial, low-power. hybrid integrated cir-

cuits configured as a charge amplifier followed by a single pole shaping amplifier

with an approximate gain of 10. The charge amplifiers are located on the back of

the detector housing in close proximity to the silicon detectors, reducing the cable

a'. and stray capacitance at the inputs and reducing the sensitivity to radiated EMI

from the instrument and spacecraft systems.
(b) Buffer amplifiers are located in the data processing unit (DPU). These

buffer amplifiers permit the gain adjustments for the different energy ranges of

each detector. In addition, the buffers establish a low source impedance for the
input to the logic and pulse height analysis circuitry.

(c) Pulse height threshold, detector coincidences, and active background re-

jection are the principal functions of the coincidence logic circuitry. Fast

(" 30 ns) level comparators are adjusted to detect the lowest energy level pulse

for each detector. A coincidence window of 0.5 psec is then established. Back-
ground rejection is performed logically using the outputs from the sixth detector

of the high energy head, the fifth detector of the low energy head, and the ring
detectors incorporated into the lithium drifted detectors.

(d) Each of the principal detectors has an associated pulse height analyzer

(PHA); there are nine PHAs in all, five for the high energy head and four for the

low energy head. These PHAs are of the stacked comparator type. The AE for

each detector is established via the threshold settings of each comparator. The

outputs of all PHAs are then logically compared to establish whether a unique

amount of energy has been detected by each detector, thus establishing a valid

proton event within a preset energy range. (A list of energies for each detector

assembly is shown in Table 16.)

(e) Once a valid proton event has been established, it is then accumulated in

a ripple counter and stored in a microprocessor memory system. The micropro-
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Table 16. Proton Telescope Detector Assembly
Energies in MeV

HIGH ENERGY LOW ENERGY

6.00

7.15

8. 53

10.17 1.00

12.12 1.32

14.45 1.73

17.23 2.28

20. 54 3. 00

24.49 3.95

29.20' 5.20

34.82 6.84

41.51 9.00

49. 49

59.00

70. 35

83.87

100. 00

cessor system also formats the stored data and establishes the interface required

to transmit the data to the spacecraft telemetry system.

The instrument is controlled by an experiment command system. A 16-bit

command word supplied by the spacecraft is decoded into a four by eight matrix

of static on-off command elements, with each commandable function controlled by

one or more command elements. The more critical functions use several redun-

dant elements.
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1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The High Energy Electron Fluxmeter (HEEF) is a solid state spectrometer

telescope designed to measure the differential energy spectrum of electrons in the

energy range of 1-10 MeV. Electrons in this energy range are the source of a sig-

nificant portion of the total radiation dose received by microelectronic components

in space systems operating in the Earth's radiation belts. Determining the aver-

age value and dynamic behavior of these electrons is critical to the CRRES pro-

gram.

2. APPLICATION

Historically, measurements of electrons from 1-10 MeV have been strongly

~111



affected by backgrounds produced by electron bremsstrahlung and penetrating en-

ergetic protons. This has restricted measurements to a maximum energy of 4 to

5 MeV, with by far the largest body of reported measurements below 3 MeV. Three

types of detectors have been flown to make measurements in this energy range:

(1) omnidirectional detectors, where the energy thresholds for each channel are

set by a metal shield; (2) solid state detector telescopes, where the electron en-

ergy is determined by measuring the coincident energy depcsition by the high en-

ergy electron within a stack of detectors; and (3) magnetic analyzers, where the

energy separation is based on the energy dependence of the electron gyro-radius

in the presence of a strong magnetic field.

Omnidirectional detectors were flown in the early sixties, as part of the diag-

nostics for the atmospheric nuclear tests, L2 and in the 1970s, when the data were

incorporated into the AE1-7LO radiation belt model. 3 These detectors are parti-

cularly prone to high backgrounds for bremsstrahlung produced in the metal shield

that sets the energy thresholds. In addition, they generally measure the integral

flux of electrons at energies above these thresholds so that differential measure-

ments are possible only by differencing consecutive channels. With high back-

grounds and a steeply falling spectrum, such differencing makes the measurements

uncertain. The combination of these effects has limited useful data to measure-

ments in the energy range of < 4 MeV.

Many groups 4 ,5, 6. 7,8 have developed telescopes with stacks of solid state

1. Mozer, F.S., Elliott, D.D., Mihalov, J.D., Paulikas, G.A., Vampola, A.L.,
and Freden, S.C. (1963) Preliminary analysis of the fluxes and spectrum of
trapped particles after the nuclear test of July 9, 1962, J. Geophys. Res.
68:641.

2. Beall, D.S., Bostrom, C.O., and Williams, D.J. (1967) Structure and decay
of the Starfish Radiation Belt, October, 1963, to December, 1965,
J. Geophys. Res. 72:3403.

3. Kirsch, E., Munch, J.W., and Scholer, M. (1975) Double structure in the
outer electron radiation belt during geomagnetic activity, Planet. Space
"Si. 23:913.

4. Mihalov J.D., and White, R.S. (1966) Energetic electron spectra in the radi-
ation belts, J. Geophys. Res. 71:2217.

5. Vernov, S.N., Gorchakov, E.V., Kuznetsov, S.N., Lagachev, Yu. I., Sos-
novets, E.N., and Stalpovsky, V.C. (1969) Particle fluxes in the outer geo-
magnetic field, Rev. Geophys. 7:257.

6. Williams, D.J., Keppler, E., Fritz, T.A., Wilken, B., and Wibberenz, G.
(1978) The ISEE 1 and 2 medium energy particle experiment, IEEE Trans.
Geosci. Electronics GE-16:270.

7. Stevens, J. R., and Vampola, A. L. (1978) Description of the Space Test Pro-
gram P78-2 Spacecraft and Payloads, SAMSO TR-78-24.

8. Sagalyn, R.C., Spjeldvik, W.N., and Burke, W.J. (1981)Proceedings of the
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory Workshop on the Earth's Radiation Belts:
January 26-27, 1981, AFGL-TR-81-0311, AD A113959.
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detectors and solid state detectors with scintillating crystals. Such experiments

can provide differential spectra. However, they are limited at energies above

-5 MeV by bremsstrahlung and penetrating protons, which produce energy deposi-

tions within the detector stack that either are detected falsely as an electron, or

that invalidate the coincidence scheme for the detection of a true, high-energy

electron.

Several different groups 9 10, I have developed magnetic analyzers. All of

these experiments have a series of solid state spectrometers in the "focal" plane

of a strong magnet so that electrons of different energies will follow trajectories

of different gyro-radii and impact different solid state detectors. Such instru-

ments provide a differential energy spectrum but are prone to the same effects as

the telescope systems, and are therefore limited, for good measurements, to an

energy range below 4 to 5 MeV.

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

The High Energy Electron Fluxmeter is a telescope-type instrument that uses

a single BGO scintillating crystal to detect and measure the electrons with ener-

gies between 1 and 10 MeV. To overcome the background problems encountered in

the past by similar instruments, an electron, to be counted, must produce a triple

coincidence of pulses, one in the BGO crystal and one in each of two solid state

detectors; also, it must have a single anticoincidence with a plastic scintillator

surrounding the BGO crystal.

The sensor head configuration is shown in Figure 32. The system eliminates

background as follows: Protons incidence within the aperture with energies

.100 MeV are rejected because of their large energy losses in the two solid state

detectors. Similarly, for all energies above 30 MeV, protons are rejected because

of their large energy loss in the BGO crystal. Thus, at all energies, in-aperture

protons are rejected, and, in the energy range from 30 to 100 MeV, they are re-

jected by two different mechanisms. For out-of-aperture particles, the omnidi-

rectional shielding is effective up to 140 MeV for protons and to >20 MeV for elec-

trons. Particles with sufficient energy to penetrete the shielding are rejected by

9. Pfitzer, K.A., and Winckler, J.R. (1968) Experimental observations of a
large addition to the electron inner radiation belt after a solar flare event,
J. Geophys. Res. 73:5792.

10. West, H.I., Jr., Buck. R.M., and Walton, J.R. (1973) Electron pitch angle
distributions throughout the magnetosphere as observed on Ogo 5,
J. Geophys. Res. 78:1064.

11. Vampola, A.L., and Kuch, G.A. (1978) Induced precipitation of inner zone
electrons, 1. Observations, J. Geophys. Res. 83:2543.
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Figure 32. Schematic of the High Fnergy Electron Fluxmeter Sensor Head

the anticoincidence shield. A tungsten shield and tungsten collimators reduce

bremsstrahlung effects. Magnesium shielding, which stops electrons below 10 MeV ,

is used near the crystal assembly to minimize bremsstrahlung generation. The

tungsten collimator defines sharp transmission edges on the solid state spectro-

meters to minimize abnormally low energy losses produced by protons passing

through the outer thin depletion region of the detector.

A beryllium shield 0.006-in thick stops in-aperture electrons below about

0. 14 MeV. The solid state semiconductor detectors are 700 'm thick, having
2

100- and 50-mm areas, respectively. This choice of detector thickness repre-

sents a compromise between 1000-pm detectors, which would not permit passage
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of 1 MeV electrons into the BGO crystal, and 500-Mm detectors which may have

noise problems because the energy loss by 10 MeV electrons is not large enough.

A BGO crystal is specially fabricated for this unit. The high density of BGO,

about twice that of Na[(TI). is of particular value in the present applications.

Thus, 10 MeV electrons can be stopped in < 1 cm, considerably minimizing the

overall size of the assembly.

The BGO pulses are analyzed into 10 energy bins. We believe 10 bins will

provide the spectral resolution to separate the AEI-7 HI and LO radiation belt mo-

dels. In Table 17, we have listed the characteristics of the HEEF energy channels.

From left to right, the columns give the threshold designation for the solid state

detectors, the BGO crystal, and the plastic shield scintillator; the energy loss in

each detector for each channel; the geometric factor for in-aperture particles; the

geometric factor for omnidirectional detection; the electron and proton energy

ranges in each channel; and the energy range for omnidirectional detected protons.

4. FUNCTION BLOCK DIAGRAM

The HEEF function block diagram is shown in Figure 33. In-aperture elec-

trons in the range 1-10 MeV deposit sufficient energy in each of the three detectors

(front and back solid state detectors and BGO crystal), configured in a properly

defined telescope arrangement, so that the signals derived from them will satisfy

a triple coincidence requirement. This requirement guarantees a high level of re-

jection of accidental coincidence and provides needed protection against "corner-

cutting" protons. The output signal of a fourth detector (plastic scintillator sur-

rounding the BGO crystal) negates the triple coincidence and is an additional guard

against accidental coincidences caused by corner-cutters and omnidirectional pro-

tons.

A detailed description of how the system works is as follows:

Each electron of proper energy (1-10 MeV) that enters the aperture will create

photons in the scintillation crystal and a charge pulse in each solid state (semicon-

ductor) detector (SSD). The photons produced in the crystal are optically coupled

to the photocathode of photomultiplier A(PMT-A). The resulting charge pulses at

the anode are processed by the Charge Sensitive Preamplifiers (CSPA)-shaping

amplifier-voltage amplifier chain, and passed along to the BGO Pulse Height Anal-

yzer (PHA) via the zero crossing detector/single channel analyzer (ZCD/SCA).

The ZCD/SCA produces a very fast output pulse (BGO COINC) for any electron of

incident energy >1 MeV.

Two identical CSPAs and associated PHAs process the charge pulses from the

front and back SSD, respectively. This processing results in a rough energy
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distribution determined by two windows and by two thresholds set for the solid

state detectors. In addition, the two windows set in each PHA are put into fast

coincidence with the BGO COINC signal to identify positively that an electron

entering from the front of the detectors is to be analyzed. Analysis of the BGO

PULSE. SHAPED, is then carried out in the BGO PHA for 10 differential energy

ranges and 2 threshold ranges. Energetic protons that create photons in the

anticoincidence shield are detected by PMT-B and PMT-C, whose anode pulses

are summed and processed by a CSPA-shaping amplifier-voltage amplifier chain.
Again, a ZCD/SCA produces a very fast timing pulse (SHIELD COINC) which vetos

triple coincidence as described above. The uniform output pulses from the SSD

and BGO PHAs plus one additional output from each ZCD/SCA labeled ANY BGO

PULSE and ANY SHIELD PULSE, are accumulated in an array of 22 compression

counters. The contents of these counters are parallel-transferred to shift regis-

A, ters, where they are serially read out by the spacecraft data processing system

every 0.5 seconds.

The fast timing pulses from the output of the SSDs and the SHIELD COINC are

delayed to accommodate the slower decay time of the BGO crystal. Thus, a fast

triple coincidence or veto is assured by the four input AND gates (coincidence

gates). The coincidence requirement of the front (CRF) and back (CRB) SSDs as

well as the anticoincidence requirement (ACR) of the plastic shield are enabled or

disabled individually on ground command. Thus, the calibration source and

changes in the channel count rates from the ambient fluxes can verify proper oper-

ation of individual detectors and their electronics.

All signals to and from the spacecraft are interfaced with the instrument

through the Timing/Control Logic. Low-voltage power and PMT high voltage are

derived from the 28V spacecraft bus via a DC/DC converter, which also supplies

all analog monitors, the PMT HV is adjustable by ground command.
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1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

As the name of the experiment implies, the immediate objective of the Relati-
vistic Proton Detector is to measure the energy spectra and pitch angle distribu-

tions of relativistic protons trapped in the inner Van Allen belt. Extensive reviews
of the physics of radiation belt protons have been given by Schulz I and by Schulz2
and Lanzerotti. On the experimental side, the most up-to-date model of the
trapped-proton environment is the AP-8 Model of Sawyer and Vette. The most

1. Schulz, M. (1975) Geomagnetically trapped radiation, Space Sci, Rev. 17:481.

2. Schulz, M., and Lanzerotti, L.J. (1974) Particle Diffusion in the Radiation
Belt Springer, Heidelberg.

3. Sawyer. D. M., and Vette, J. R. (1976) AP-8 Trapped Proton Environment and
Solar WM. lm , NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S 75-05. Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771.
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recent inner zone proton data above 100 MeV are those published by Croley et a14

and Kolasinski and Chenette.

2. APPLICATION

A complete data base on the trapped proton flux at energies above 200 MeV and

L-values ranging between 1. 1 and 1. 7 does not exist. Data of these kinds will be

useful in answering several outstanding theoretical questions. One question is,

What is the maximum energy of the trapped flux at various L-values? Others are,

Should high energy data be used to validate assumptions concerning the secular

variation of the Earth's magnetic field? and What is the effect of this variation on

the trapped, energetic proton population?

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

The Relativistic Proton Detector design is based on a sensor flown aboard the

Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft to Jupiter. 6 The primary sensor is a Cerenkov ra-

diator viewed by a photomultiplier tube. Two copies of this sensor with different

radiators extend the energy range response over the Pioneer detectors. One of

the radiators is an alcohol-water mixture as flown aboard the Pioneer 10/11 space-

craft. The other radiator is fused silica. The alcohol-water radiator has an

index of refraction of 4/3 and responds to protons with energies above 440 MeV.

The fused-silica radiator has an index of 3/2 and responds to protons above
320 MeV.

In addition to the Cerenkov radiators, the AFGL-701-7A sensor will include

another detector system from the Pioneer 10/11 experiment which is to measure
electrons. This system consists of two detectors: an electron scatter detector

(E) for electrons with energies above 200 keV, and a heavily shielded minimum-
ionizing detector (M) for penetrating electrons (>35 MeV) and protons (>80 MeV).

Finally, we have also included in this package a photometer system to view

the GTO chemical releases. The photometer will measure narrow-band emissions

4. Croley, D.R., Jr., Shulz, Michael, and Blake, J.B. (1976) Radial diffusion
of inner-zone protons: Observations and variational analysis, J. Geophys.
Res. 81:585.

5. Kolasinski, A., and Chenette, D. (1982) The inner zone trapped proton flux,
50-600 MeV: Measurements compared to the AP-8 model, Trans, Am.
Geophys. Union (EOS) 163:1077.

6. Fillius, R.W., and McIlwain, C.E. (1974) Measurements of the Jovian radia-
tion belts, J. Geophys. Res. 79:3589.
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from lithium. barium. and europium in four wavelength regions simultaneously
using a split-anode microchannel plate photomultiplier tube. (See Figure 34.)

4 F RNKOV DEECTO1
FO~RIRTVISTIC PRTONSj
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-~ 4 OUTPUT
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DTECTORS E AND M FOR ELECTRONSAN
* MINIMUM IONIZING PARTICLES

ALUMINUMM
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4 13. The Proton Switch (AFGL-701 -7B)

by

J.B. Blake
Aerospace Corporation

Los Angeles, CA 90009

The proton switch consists of two single detector units in an omnnidirectional

configuration (Figure 35). These units measure the fluxes of protons in the energy

ranges from 20 MeV to 80 MeV. The purpose of the proton switch is to signal the

data processing unit (DPU) when energetic protons are present so that the DPU

can modify the telemetry allocation among the various Aerospace sensors.

The two omnnidirectional sensors use small. cubical. lithium-drifted silicon

detectors centered under a hemispherical aluminum bubble (Figure 36). The

lower proton energy threshold of each of the sensors is determined primarily by

the thicknesses of the hemispherical bubbles. Protons are separated unambigu-

ously from electrons by setting the discriminator level well above the maximum

energy an electron can deposit in the small semiconductor detector. (Energy loss

"a-~ per unit path length. dE/dx, is much greater for protons than for electrons in the

'a energy range of geophysical interest.) The absence of electron contamination in

the proton channels is verified by electron irradiation of the sensors.
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Figure 35. Schematic Piagram of the Proton Switch
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Figure 36. Schematic of the Proton Switch Sensor
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I. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The objective of the SPACERAD Mass Composition Instruments is the unambi-
guous determination of the composition of the plasma and energetic particle popu-
lations of the Earth's Van Allen radiation belts over the range of 40 eV/Q to 15 MeV
per ion to identify mechanisms that energize charged particles and transport them
from their parent source populations to the magnetosphere.
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2. APPLICATIONS

The two main sources of particles in the magnetosphere are the solar wind

and the ionosphere. The principal tracers of plasma origin will be measurements
2 1 3 4 12 16 14 16 4 20

of the following ion flux ratios: HI H, 3He/ He, C/1, 14NI 0, He/ Ne,
20 36 24Mg160 ++ +
Ne/ Ar, and Mg!10; and the following charge state density ratios: He /H

He +/H, +0 /H + , and 0 ++/0 + . These measurements will be made at different lo-

cations and over a wide energy range. The energy dependence of the flux ratios

will indicate the relative strength of the sources throughout the radiation belts and

the as yet undetermined coupling between the magnetosphere and the two source

regions. The excellent energy coverage of the Mass Composition Instruments will

permit elemental and isotopic abundance determination of energetic ions known to

be produced, energized, transported, and lost during substorms and main phase

magnetic storms, and of energetic solar particles from flares and solar cosmic

rays. These instruments will also permit studies of ion composition dependent

boundary-layer processes, identification of radiation belt regions by their domi-

nant composition, and differentiation of mass and mass-per-charge dependent

transport mechanisms. This information is critical input to any dynamic model

of the Earth's radiation belts. These instruments will also monitor the radiation

belt energetic mass composition to properly interpret the mass-dependent effects

of the Earth's radiation environment on the Microelectronics Experiment (AFGL-

701-IA).

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES AND FUNCTION BLOCK DIAGRAMS

The Mass Composition Instruments incorporate three types of sensor systems:

the Low Energy Magnetospheric Ion Composition Sensor (LOMICS), the Magneto-

spheric Ion Composition Sensor (MICS), and the Heavy Ion Telescope (HIT). Each

of these performs a multiple-parameter measurement of the composition of mag-

netospherically trapped and transient ion populations over a combined energy

range from 40 eV/Q to 15 MeV per ion (a range of over five and one-half orders of

magnitude) and for elements from hydrogen through iron. A summary of the three

instrument parameters is given in Table 18.

31. I I.o% Eniirg.i ag t.igpleric lo Comnposition ,Sensor (IAMI(:)

LOMICS consists of a 90' spherical section analyzer, a post-acceleration

voltage of 10kV, followed by multiple time-of-flight (TOF) analyzers. The TOF

mass analysis technique is usually restricted to high energy particles that undergo

relatively little scattering and energy loss in generating start and stop signals.
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However, TOF analysis on low energy (,, eV) ions can be performed if energy/-
charge analyzed ions are post-accelerated through a -10.0 kV potential and very

thin foils (- ug cm - 2) are used. At the lowest ion energies covered by LOMICS
(-40eV), a mass resolution of M/AM ,-2 can be achieved, sufficient for E/Q and
M/Q analysis of the major magnetospheric ion species. Mass resolution should
improve with increasing ion energy, which is one advantage of T(F over more

conventional magnetic mass spectrometry in this energy range. A second advan-
. tage, also exploited on LOMICS, is that large polar angles of acceptance are pos-

sible because of the compactness and low weight of the TOF design.
Figure 37 is a schematic diagram of the LOMICS sensor. The 900 spherical

section analyzer selects ions with an energy resolution of 7. 5 percent. This re-
solution is somewhat higher than usual to reduce the spread of ion speeds within
the TOF section and hence improve mass resolution. Ions exiting the spherical

POLAR
IONS ACCEPTANCE

ACCEPTANCE

SCALE .I

START ~ CZEL LENS

STR EEOCOGI ELEMENTSFOP STOP T MuI CP

ICA

SECTION 0 L
ANALYZVR IOILETO ANAL Y ZER O NL I F C

I:SlNTFOL AL EC.T AEETROS COLCT'I-TN C.A . l)EI PRUE N NLSME: DEFLCTION EECTRODE-B_ - h

01
STOP --. '

WOT SNOWFN)

SIMPLIFIED CROSS SECTIONAL VIEW OF IONIELECTRON OPTICS ORTHOGONAL VIEW OF OPTICS

A: TIME OF FLIGHT CHAMBER (CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY) -10 kV (SRPLIFID VIEW SHOWN WITHOUT TOF CHAMBER.

: START FOIL ALL SEC. ELECTRONS COLLECTED IN START MCP. At -C 0.? e EXIT A"ATURIE AND ENCLOSURE)

C: STOP FOIL ISECONDARY ELECTRONS DETECTED IN 30Olt 4 MC~s)

D: SECONDARY ELECTRON ACCELERATION GRID- 9.6 kV

E: DEFLECTION ELECTRODE -9I.0 kV

Figure 37. Schematic of the Low Energy Magnetospheric Ion Composition Sensor
(LOMICS)
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section analyzer are accelerated by -10.0 kV applied to the TON unit so that they

strike the front foil of the TOF analyzer with (E + 10. 0)Q keV, where E is the

incident ion energy, and Q is its charge. Ions pass through the extremely thin

( Ug/cm 2 or about 1009) carbon foil and cause secondary electrons to be emitted

from the back of the foil. These secondaries are accelerated, deflected, and fo-

cussed onto an 18-mm-diameter microchannel plate (MCP) which then emits a

START pulse that triggers the LOMICS timing logic. The ion proceeds along a

2.5-cm flight path to a second thin foil through which it passes, emitting another

burst of secondary electrons that give rise to a STOP timing pulse in the appropri-

ate MCP. Depending on the ion's polar angle at entrance, it will excite one of

three of the STOP MCP's, thus giving polar angle resolution of 300.

The electronics within the HMSB box are time-shared with the HIT sensor.

During the LOMICS cycle, the ESA voltage is swept from the maximum value of

4. 5 kV to near zero in 4. 096 seconds. (This voltage can also be stepped under

control of the data processing unit (DPU).

As described above, ions with the appropriate E/Q will produce START and

STOP signals by a secondary electron technique. These signals are fed into a

Time-to-Amplitude Converter (TAC) associated with LOMICS, and a pulse, pro-

portional to the ion TOF, is converted by the same ADC as used in the HIT mode

to 10 bits. Simultaneously with the recognition of a LOMICS valid event, the ESA

plate voltage is sampled and digitized to 5 bits. A 2 bit ID code is also developed

that indicates which of the three polar look angle directions contained the incident

ion. These digitized values (E/Q, ID, TOF) are clocked out to the DPU for pro-

cessing. Every START and STOP pulse (three polar angles) plus two other para-

meters are accumulated continuously, independent of the experiment mode, by six

accumulators within the HMSB box, and are clocked out to the DPU at the time re-

solution of 0. 128 seconds. The two parameters noted above correspond to ions

whose TOF is between 5 and 20 nsec (H-channel) and between 20 and 100 nsec

(0-channel). In this manner, a rough measurement of the light ions, nominally
hydrogen, will be sampled continuously by the H-channel, and intermediate ions,

nominally oxygen, will be sampled continuously by the O-channel.

The data handling is discussed in Section 3. 4.

"." ~3.2 Magiielosplhleric Io.i (on ipos ili. SNensor (M11(S)

The MICS sensor uses a conically shaped electrostatic analyzer, a secondary-

electron generation/detection system, and a solid state detector to measure the
energy, TOF, and the energy per charge of the incident ion flux. These three pa-

rameters permit a unique determination of the ion charge state, mass, and inci-

dent energy over the energy range from - 30 keV/Q to 400 keV/Q.

A schematic of the sensor is presented in Figure 38. The variable voltage
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0 5 10cm

- Figure 38. Schematic Diagram of the Magnetospheric Ion Composition
Sensor (MICS)

power supply (VVPS) biases the E/Q analyzer plates from 0 V to 11kV (1 in Fig-

ure 38). The ions exiting from the E/Q analyzer pass through a carbon foil (2),

cross a drift region of 7-10 cm in length (4) to a solid state detector (SSD) where

their energy, E, is measured (5). Secondary electron emission from the foil

generates a START signal (3), and electron emission from the SSD generates a

STOP signal (6). These are fed into a TAC. The output, which represents the

TOF of the ion through the drift region, is digitized to 10 bits if the event is ac-

ceptable. The E signal is compared to the TOF signal in the E-channel electron-

. ics. The decision to analyze the event is based on coincidence constraints. The

analysis proceeds by controlling the TRIGGER LOGIC. When enabled, this logic
allows the digitization of the E and TOF signals to occur. The digitized TOF and

-. E values for each analyzed event are clocked out to the DPU using a sensor gener-
ated clock.

Figure 39 presents a function block diagram of the MICS sensor. It shows the

significant sections of the electronics at near-board level.
e- For every STOP, START, TOF, and E signal generated, the appropriate

Sensor Event Counter is incremented. Some particle identifications, primarily

for protons and alpha particles, are made from the pulse analog data and their

number accumulated in other counters. Internal operating voltages, detector

- biases, temperatures, and sensor modes are generated as digital housekeeping
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• .,Figure 39. Function Block Diagram of the Magnetospheric Ion Composition Sensor
{..-.(MICS)

~(HK) data using an ADC. These HK and counter values are clocked out to the DPU

in response to DPU commands.

Test E and TOF signals can be generated. in response to DPU commands, to

,, verify the calibration of the sensor electronics and provide a data stream for

N ground tests. The ADC parameters and TRIGGER LOGIC can be changed by com-

mand.

The DPU supplies to the sensor the required regulated +28 VDC power, the

E/Q step codes for controlling the VVPS, the mode commands, and a clock. The

DPU itself is discussed in Section 3.4.

,..., :3.3 Ih'm. 1h01 Teles ope" (lilT)

The HIT sensor uses a three-element solid state detector telescope to meas-

ure the rate of energy loss, the ion incident energy, and its TOF. These three
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parameters permit a unique determination of the ion mass, elemental identifica-
tion, and incident energy over the energy range from 100 keV per ion to 15,000 keV
per ion. The sensor is shown schematically in Figure 40; the HIT/LOMICS sen-

sor function block diagram is shown in Figure 41.
-6. We consider the HIT sensor first. Four primary data are produced in this

sensor. Ions entering the sensor pass through detector A producing a AE signal
and secondary electrons which generate a START signal. The ions drift across a
7. 5-cm region and stop in detector B where their energy, E, is measured, and

the secondary electrons produced there generate a STOP signal. The START and
STOP signals produced by the respective microchannel plates are fed into a TAC.

The SSD signals A, B, and the anticoincidence signal from SSD-C are amplified
and run into EVENT LOGIC to select those events to be analyzed in detail. For
the detailed analysis, the SSDA output, AE, is converted by a log ADC to 5 bits,

the SSD-B output, E, is converted to 8 bits, and the TAC output is converted to
10 bits representing TOF. These digitized values (AE, E, TOF) are clocked out

to the DPU for processing. Every START, SSD-A, SSD-B, SSD-C, and valid
event indicator output is accumulated in HMSB scalers and sampled by the DPU
every 0. 5 seconds. The AE and E outputs above various levels are also accumu-

* -,"lated in a manner identical to Explorer 45, ATS-6, and VIKING. The DPU is

MC 2¢ -Grid .2kV

tettOr A r ~i tttor 8

Collmat r -

6.44*

0016dtor C--

MCP I iOleCtric +21tV

Tu ', pulg01tA Anode +,4.2W- \-4.11N

Figure 40. Schematic Diagram of the Heavy Ion Telescope (HIT)
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time shared between the HIT and LOMICS sensors as well as the resident electro-

nics within the HMSB box on a 65.4-sec cycle.

The DPU sends commands to change the HIT/LOMICS modes. It collects the

HK data (temperature, voltages, modes, etc. ) and inserts them into the telemetry

stream.

3. 1, Data Processing Unit (DPU) Block Diagram

Two distinct microprocessor-based DPUs support the Mass Composition In-

struments. One supports the MICS sensor, DPUA, and the other, the HIT/LOMICS
sensors, DPUB. Both are very similar in design, with many of the sensor differ-

ences accommodated by software changes only.

The basic MICS DPU (DPUA) function diagram is shown in Figure 42. The

interface with the sensor consists of two main sections, a command and control

DPUA BLOCK DIAGRAM
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section and the TOF and E data processing sections. The command and control

section generates the E/Q step signals for the MICS, synchronizes the E/Q step-

ping and sensor mode changes with the DPUA clocks, reads out the MICS HK and

event counters, and controls the calibration test sequences.

- The TOF and E processing section is the heart of the DPUA from the sensor

point of view. The TOF, E, and E/Q digital words are first buffered and TOF and

E are compressed. The compressed TOF and E words are presented to a succes-

sive approximation look-up table to obtain a mass, M, decision. This decision

identifies the ion associated with the TOF and E as corresponding to 1 of 16 mass

groups (4-bit value). Similarly, the TOF and E/Q words are presented to a look-

up table that identifies the ion as being in 1 of 32 mass per charge, M/Q, groups

(5-bit value). The M and M/Q values are used as addresses to storage positions

in a RAM which are incremented. The address at the position in the M versus

M/Q Scaler RAM (Figure 42) is incremented. The M and M/Q values are pre-

sented to look-up tables that determine which, if any, of the 8 RATE SCALER3

and 8 FIXED SCALERS are incremented. The M values determine which MASS

SCALER is incremented and whether the raw TOF and E data will be selected for

transmission as a DIRECT EVENT. This latter choice is based on a priority

scheme where the highest priority mass in a time slice is selected. One of eight

different priority and scaler selection tables can be chosen by ground command.

The look-up tables for M and M/Q selection are calculated upon command

from a set of third order polynomials stored in ROM. These coefficients can be

changed by modifying the contents of the appropriate RAM space (using memory

load command) that the microprocessor works from (the microprocessor does

NOT work out of ROM). Standby power is required to maintain the RAMs once

they have been loaded. On the development unit (VIKING satellite unit), one 16 bit

digital command word is used for allDPUA commands. These are presently ac-

cepted at a 1/sec rate and are reflected in the telemetry stream. The command

word is used for all experiment mode configuration, TM format, and internal

function control.

The DPUA interface with the spacecraft consists of power lines, clocks, a

command line, and data line or lines. The DPUA is synchronized to the satellite

TM frame rate. The main power supply for the MICS sensor is in the DPU. All

power conversion and regulation, except for the High Voltage Power, is done

there.

The HIT/LOMICS, DPUB, function block diagram is shown in Figures 43 and

44. Many of the functions are identical to those in the DPUA. The HIT and

LOMICS sensors present nearly identical data formats to the DPUB.

In the HIT mode (Figure 43), the DPUB receives TOF, AE, and E from the

HMSB box. TOF and E are used to obtain mass, M, as described above for the
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E. Hertzberg, S. Roselle, and T.C. Sanders

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory
Palo Alto, CA 94304

1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The Low Energy Ion Mass Spectrometer (IMS-LO) is designed to measure

plasmas that are the sources of radiation belt particles, and to provide data on the

origin and acceleration processes of these plasmas. To achieve these objectives,

the IMS-LO measures energy and mass spectra covering the ranges of E/q =

0. 1 - 32 keV/e and M/q from <1 to >32 AMU/e with good coverage of pitch angles

throughout the orbit.

These data will be used to investigate plasma interaction processes including:

(1) the plasma and field conditions that produce ionospheric acceleration. precipi-

tation of energetic particles from the trapped populations, and very-low frequency

(vlf) wave generation and amplification; (2) the local time and invariant latitude

distributions of ionospheric ion source regions; and (3) the large-scale and small-

scale transport and energization processes for the hot plasmas.
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2. APPLICATIONS

A series of spacecraft instrumented to measure plasma composition has

yielded important results from a wide variety of magnetospheric locations. One
of these was the S3-3 satellite, launched in July 1976. that led to the discovery of

intense upflowing ionospheric ions at altitudes near 1 R E and the determination of

the morphology of these flows. Increase in the ionospheric component of trapped

keV ring current ions with storm activity was also established with these data.

The S3-3 results are reviewed by Sharp et al. 1

Following S3-3, plasma composition measurements were made on GEOS-1,

launched in April 1977 into an eccentric equatorial orbit; ISEE-1, launched in

October 1977; 3 , 4 GEOS-2, launched into geosynchronous orbit in July 1978; 2

PROGNOZ-7, launched into a highly eccentric orbit with 650 inclination in October

1978; 5 SCATHA, launched into a near-geosynchronous orbit in January 1979;4.6

DE-1, launched into a polar eccentric orbit with apogee of 4. 6 RE in August 1981;7

1. Sharp, R.D., Ghielmetti, A.G., Johnson, R.G., and Shelley, E.G. (1983a)
Hot plasma composition results from the S3-3 spacecraft, in Energetic Ion
Composition in the Earth's Magnetosphere, R.G. Johnson, Ed., TERRAPUB,
Tokyo.

2. Balsiger, H., Geiss, J., and Young, D. T. (1983) The composition of thermal
and hot ions observed by the GEOS-1 and -2 spacecraft, in Energetic Ion
Composition in the Earth's Magnetosphere, R.G. Johnson, Ed,. TERRAPUB,
Tokyo.

3. Sharp, R.D., Johnson, R.G., Lennartsson, W., Peterson, W.K., and Shel-
ley, E.G. (1983b) Hot plasma composition results from the ISEE-1 space-
craft, in Energetic Ion Composition in the Earth's Magnetosphere, R.G.
Johnson, Ed., TERRAPUB, Tokyo.

4. Horowitz, J.L., Chappell, C.R., Reasoner, D.L., Craven, P.D., Green,
J. L., and Baugher, C. R. (1983) Observations of low-energy plasma compo-
sition from the ISEE-1 and SCATHA satellites, in Energetic Ion Composition
in the Earth's Magnetosphere, R.G. Johnson, Ed., TEIRAPUB, Tokyo.

* 5. Lundin, R., Hultqvist, B., Pissarenko, N., and Zachorov, A. (1983) Compo-
sition of hot magnetospheric plasma as observed with the PROGNOZ-7 satel-
lite, in Energetic Ion Composition in the Earth's Magnetosphere, R.G.
Johnson, Ed., TERRAPUB, Tokyo.

6. Johnson, R.G., Strangeway, R.J., Shelley, E.G., Quinn, J.M., and Kaye,
S. M. (1983) Hot plasma composition results from the SCATHA spacecraft,
in Energetic Ion Composition in the Earth's Magnetosphere, R.G. Johnson,
Ed., TERRAPUB, Tokyo.

7. Shelley, E.G., Balsiger, H., Eberhardt, P., Geiss, J., Ghielmetti, A.,
Johnson, R.G., Peterson, W.K., Sharp, R.D., Whalen, B.A., and Young,
D.T. (1983) Initial hot plasma composition results from the Dynamics Ex-
plorer, in Energetic Ion Composition in the Earth's Magnetosphere, R.G.
Johnson, Ed., TERRA PUB, Tokyo.
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and AMPTE/CCE, launched into an eccentric low latitude ( 50) orbit with apogee

of 8 . 8 RE in August 1984.8

The contributions of these instruments are too numerous to list here; how-

ever, the plasma composition of a large number of magnetospheric regions has

now been examined. The data show intricate dependences on local time, radial

distance, pitch angle, energy, magnetic storm and substorm activity, and solar

cycle. Sufficient information about the plasma morphology and dynamics have

been obtained to make an excellent starting point for the modeling goals of CRRES.

Determining the behavior of different ion species in the energy range covered

by the IMS-LO instruments is critical to the development of detailed ring current

models. A thorough understanding of ring current dynamics will require detailed

knowledge of the particle source contributions, transport phenomena, energization

processes, and, finally, scattering and loss mechanisms. Although initial at-

tempts to model ring current dynamics cannot await such a comprehensive under-

standing, the basic components of source, transport, and loss must be repre-

sented as accurately as possible. Ion composition data are essential for deter-

mining total ion energy density (ring current) and they provide a necessary link in

modeling the life of ring current ions.

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

The IMS-LO-1 and IMS-LO-2 instruments rely upon the same design that was

successfully implemented with previous Lockheed instruments on SCATHA

(launched January 1979) and S3-3 (launched July 1976). Each version of the in-

strument has had improved range of coverage, resolution and operating flexibility.

IMS-LO-1 and IMS-LO-2 are identical instruments mounted at 45' and 75' to

the spacecraft spin axis to maximize coverage of fluxes near the magnetic field

line direction. Each instrument performs ion composition measurements in the

energy per charge range 0. 1-32 keV/e and the mass per charge range <I to >32

AMU/e. The energy range is broken into three contiguous parts, each consisting

of 15 energy steps, a coverage of 45 energy steps in all. The three portions of

the energy coverage are sampled in parallel by three separate analyzer and sen-

sor heads. After each 15-step sequence, the background counting rate is meas-

ured for each sensor head. The mass range (<I to >32AMU/e) is covered by

32 steps. Alternatively, the spectrometer can be commanded to sample the high

mass range above 16AMU/e. In addition to ion measurements, each of the two

8. Shelley, E.G., Ghielmetti, A., Hertzberg, E., Battel, S.J., Altwegg-Von
Burg, K., and Balsiger, H. (1984) AMPTE/CCE hot plasma composition
experiment (HPCE), submitted to IEEE Trans. Remote Sensing.
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instruments monitors the background electron flux at four fixed energies. The

electron channels are described in Section 3. 1.

3. 1 Ion Optics,

Each of the IMS-LO instruments consists of three parallel analyzer units (or

heads) which measure ions in a different portion of the E/q range from 0. 1-
32 keV/e. One of the analyzer heads is illustrated in Figure 45. Collimated ions

enter a crossed electric and magnetic field velocity filter (Wein Filter), pass
through an angle-focusing, hemispherical sector, electrostatic analyzer, and are

detected by a channel electron multiplier. Details of the optics system follow.

Ions enter the instrument through a collimator with an acceptance cone of ap-

proximately 5 ° full width. Following collimation, the ions enter the crossed elec-

tric and magnetic field velocity filter, which, in conjunction with the electrostatic

energy analysis, acts as the mass analyzer (MA). The MA consists of a fixed

magnetic field and a crossed electric field that is varied according to the value of

E/q and M/q being sampled. The fields are oriented so that the electric and mag-

netic forces on an ion are in opposition, and the electric field is chosen so that

there is no net force on an ion of the desired mass and energy, allowing it to pass
through the MA in a straight trajectory. The MA magnetic field values in the

three heads are nominally fixed at 445, 1211, and 3304G. The electric field

plates of the MA are driven symmetrically and the voltages for a given mass se-

lection scale as the square root of the ion energy as determined by the voltage

applied to the electrostatic analyzer (EA) discussed later in this section. The
maximum MA plate potentials in the three heads, corresponding to the minimum

value of M/q and the maximum value of E/q sampled within each head, are nomi-

nally ± 35, ± 253, and ± 1850 V for the normal mass range and a factor of four lower

for the heavy ion mode. The three heads are driven by a common high voltage

power supply and voltage divider network that provides the different ranges re-

quired.

Following the velocity filter, ions are bent 1800 in a spherical sector EA that
is angle focusing and energy dispersive. As with the MA, the EA plates in the
three heads are driven by a common power supply and voltage divider network.

The ratio between consecutive values of the logarithmically spaced energy steps is
approximately 1. 14, and there are 15 energy steps within each head. Thus, the

values of E/q simultaneously sampled by the three heads are spaced by a factor of

im. approximately seven, with the first head covering from 0. 1 - 0. 6 keV/e, the second

from 0. 7 - 4.5 keV/e, and the third from 5 - 32 keV/e. The EA plate separation inK?': the high energy head is reduced from that of the other two heads to achieve the de-

sired energy range without excessively high voltages. After exiting the EA, ions

are post-accelerated and enter the channel electron multiplier.
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Figure 45. Schematic Illustration of Ion Mass and Energy
Analysis Optics for the Low Energy Ion Mass Spectrometer
(IMS -1LO)
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Figure 46 shows peak shapes obtained from the Lockheed mass spectrometer

on S3-3. The open circles with error bars are on-orbit data; the dashed line re-

presents inferred peak shapes. Separation of the species is quite good.

The coordinated stepping of the EA and MA is done under digital control in a

number of modes as described in Section 3. 2. Each sample of a particular mass-

energy value requires 64 ms. A 12-ms deadtime at the beginning of each sampling

period ensures complete settling of the analyzer power supplies.

Each of the three heads measures background counts in "Energy Step 0 " an

additional step to the 15 energy steps described above. The background measure-

ment is performed by disabling the MA power supply and setting the EA power

supply to step 4. As the MA power supply decays toward zero, the analyzers pass

continually higher masses. Following the 12-ms deadtime, the background chan-
nel is sampling M/q values well above the ambient ion mass peaks and measures

WEIN FILTER MASS RESOLUTION AT E/Q 650 V

16 4 444
0 He He H
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8 16 24 32
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Figure 46. Mass Peak Shapes for the Wein Filter Spectrometer
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the instrument background response only. The instrument geometric factors are

approximately 4 x 10-4 cm 2 -ster for the two low energy heads and about one-half

this value for the high energy head. AE/E is approximately 10 percent.

3.2 Operating Modes

The two basic submodes of operation are SWEEP and LOCK. In LOCK mode,

the instrument locks onto a particular M/q value while stepping in energy. Each

of the 15 energy values and background are sampled for 64 ms in each of the three

heads, giving a 45-point energy spectrum for a particular species in 1. 024 sec-

onds (approximately 120 of spacecraft rotation). The LOCK submode obtains 32
consecutive energy spectra at a fixed mass value (approximately one spacecraft

rotation) before moving into the next submode.

In SWEEP submode, the instrument sequentially "sweeps" through tLe 32-step

mass range at each of the 15 energy steps and background. A mass sweep at one

energy step requires 2. 084 seconds. The entire 32. 768-second SWEEP submode

obtains a complete sampling of the 32 by 48 mass-energy array (32 by 16 in each

of the three heads). As in the LOCK submode, 3 of the 48 energy points are actu-

ally background measurements (1 in each head).

The duration of each of the submodes is 32. 768 seconds, approximately one

spacecraft spin. The submodes may be combined to form the three basic modes

of operation: LOCK-ONLY, SWEEP-ONLY, and SWEEP-LOCK. As the names

imply, LOCK-ONLY consists only of LOCK submodes, SWEEP-ONLY of SWEEP

submodes, and SWEEP-LOCK alternates between SWEEP and LOCK. In either

the LOCK-ONLY or SWEEP-LOCK modes, the mass channels used for the LOCK

4, submode are sequentially executed from four values commanded into the instru-

ment memory. These values may select any 4 of the 32 M/q steps corresponding
to any four ion species, for instance, H+, He+, He++, 0+, or H+, 0+, H+, O-; or

0+, 0+, 0+, 0+. IMS-LO-1 and IMS-LO-2 are commanded independently so that

the two instruments can operate in different modes simultaneously.

pIn addition to the normal range of mass coverage, the instrument can be com-
,manded into a Heavy Ion Mode. In this mode, the MA voltages are reduced by a

factor of 4, scaling the M/q coverage upward by a factor of 16.

3.3 EleIron Detectors

Each of the IMS-LO instruments contains a set of four broadband, fixed-energy

electron detectors that monitor electron fluxes between 50 eV and 25 keV. The

AE/E for each detector Is 50 percent and the central energies of the four electron

channels on IMS-LO-I and IMS-LO-2 are interleaved, providing a total of eight
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,4channels with central energies from 0. 067 to 20 keV. The electron detectors

accumulate for 512 ms, providing samples approximately every 60 of spacecraft

4, spin.

Figure 47 schematically illustrates the electron optics for one of the eight
detectors. Entering electrons are collimated to a 50 acceptance cone and pass
through an aperture that sets the geometric factor. The electrons are then bent

, ,O-COLLIMATOR

i / RADIATION
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,F6MM CEM

+10 VOLT -10 VOLT SECONDARY
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Figure 47. Schematic Illustration of the Electron Detector for the Low Energy
Ion Mass Spectrometer (IMS-LO)
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1800 in a magnetic analyzer and pass through an exit aperture that sets AE/E be-

fore entering the channeltron sensor.

4. FUNCrION BLOCK DIAGRAM

The block diagram shown in Figure 48 illustrates the flow of data through the

instrument. Counts from the preamp/discriminators increment 16-bit accumula-

tors. Data from the accumulators are read into buffers every 64 ms for ions and

every 512 ms for electrons. These data are then log compressed into 8 bits and
are sequentially fed into the data stream.

The discriminator threshold for each sensor is set by command to one of four

values. A special calibration cycle may be commanded that sequentially steps

through the four thresh'olds while remaining locked on a selected mass step. In
- addition, the calibration command may optionally enable a pulser that checks each

preamp/discriminator and accumulator by injecting pulses at a fixed rate.

The channel electron multiplier bias is command selectable to one of four va-

lues to compensate for possible channel multiplier gain degradation. The gain of

each channel electron multiplier is periodically determined via the calibration

cycle described above.
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1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the ONR-307 instrument complement is to obtain the

necessary data to construct models of the energetic particle and plasma environ-

ment of the Earth's radiation belts. The Medium Energy Ion Mass Spectrometer

(IMS-HI) measures both the energetic ion composition energy spectra and pitch

angle distributions, and the energetic neutral particle energy spectra and pitch

angle distributions, with good mass, temporal, spatial, and energy resolution.

The IMS-HI is located at an angle of 75' to the spin axis to maximize pitch angle

sampling. The ion energy range is approximately 20 to 8000keV-AMU/q 2 .

The IMS-HI extends the energy range of ion composition measurements well

above that of the traditional IMS-LO instruments, which are also part of the

ONR-307 Experiment. The principle of the IMS-HI is based on ion momentum sep-

aration in a magnetic field followed by energy and mass defect analysis using an

array of cooled silicon solid state sensors. The technique of cooling solid state
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detectors for high resolution ( < 2 keV FWHM) energetic ion measurements in

spacecraft instruments was reviewed by Voss et al1 and was successfully demon-

strated in the Stimulated Emission of Energetic Particles (SEEP) experiment onli the S81-1 satellite. 2The IMS-HI features a parallel architecture with simultane-

ous mass and energy analysis at relatively high sensitivity.

2. APPLICATIONS

One of the key unknowns of the radiation belt models is the medium energy

(30 < E < 600 keV) ion composition of the Earth's ring current. 3 The reason is

that the major part of the ring current plasma falls in the gap between measure-

ments of ion composition by traditional electrostatic and magnetic deflection sys-

tems (E < - 30 keV) and measurements by differential energy loss and total energy

deposition in solid state detector instruments (E > - 600 keV). The IMS-HI incor-

porates elements of these two traditional techniques to measure directly this im-

portant energy/mass range that is not accessible by application of either tradi-

tional technique independently.

A knowledge of the ring current ion composition is important from a geophy-

sical standpoint and for obtaining an accurate radiation belt model to correctly

predict electronic component and material irradiation effects. It is known, for

example, that the irradiation effects on materials such as thermal control sur-

faces on long-lived satellites is strongly dependent on the mass of the impinging

ions. This is particularly important at geosynchronous altitudes.
4 56

Lyons and Evans, Spjeldvik and Fritz, 5 and Tinsley have demonstrated the

1. Voss, H.D., Reagan, J.B., Imhof, W.L., Murray, D.O., Simpson, D.A.,
% Cauffman, D. P., and Bakke, J. C. (1982) Low temperature characteristics

a,, of solid state detectors for energetic x-ray, ion and electron spectrometers,
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 29:164.

2. Imhof, W. L., Reagan, J. B., Voss, H. D., Gaines, E.E., Datlowe, D.W.,
Mobilia, J., Helliwell, R. A., Inan, U.S., Katsufrakis, J., and Joiner,

% R.G. (1983) The modulated precipitation of radiation belt electrons by con-
trolled signals from VLF transmitters, Geophys. Res. Lett. 10:8, 615.

3. Williams, D.J. (1979) Ring current composition and sources, in Dynamics of
the Magnetosphere, S.I. Akasofu, Ed., D. Reidel, Dordrecht, Holland,
pp. 407-424.
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importance of including ions and neutrals other than protons to explain the decay

rates observed in the ring current recovery phase. The ions of the ring current,
by charge exchange with thermal hydrogen atoms, become neutrals and can thus

escape from the Earth's environment. This is a significant loss process of the

ring current medium energy ions. 6 A relatively small percentage of these ions
are directed toward the Earth. where they ionize the low latitude atmosphere.

These can be used as tracers of the ring current composition.

Low altitude satellite measurements of energetic ions associated with the ring
7 8

current have been reported by Moritz and Mizera and Blake; helium emissions

have been measured by Meier and Weller. 9 Rocket measurements of helium and
hydrogen at the equator during the ring current recovery phase were reported by

Voss and Smith. 10 Measuring the ring current energetic neutrals over the regions
of space covered by the CRRES orbit will provide additional information on the

ring current decay rates, spatial geometry, and temporal changes weighted by the
*: appropriate cross sections and neutral hydrogen density. Both the direct medium

energy ion composition and the indirect neutral atom tracers can be analyzed with

the IMS-HI Spectrometer.

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

The IMS-HI is based on ion momentum separation in a magnetic field followed

by energy and mass defect analysis using an array of cooled silicon solid state

sensors as shown in Figure 49. The entrance collimator defines the ion beam an-
gular resolution using a series of rectangular baffles and includes a broom magnet

to reject electrons with energy less than 1 MeV.

At the collimator exit, an annular solid state detector with a central hole

measures the integral ion and neutral energy spectrum of the beam supplied to the

magnet for momentum analysis. A 7-kG magnetic field then disperses the colli-
mated ions onto a set of six passively cooled (-50"C) silicon surface barrier de-

tectors. The energy range, which varies with ion species, is approximately

7. Mortiz, J. (1972) Energetic protons at low equatorial altitudes: A newly dis-
covered radiation belt phenomenon and its explanation, J. Geophys. Res.
38:701.

8. Mizera, P. F., and Blake, J. B. (1973) Observations of ring current protons
*r at low altitudes, J. Geophys. Res. 28:1058.

9. Meier, R. R., and Weller, C. S. (1975) Observations of equatorial EUV bands:
Evidence for low-altitude precipitation of ring current helium, J. Geophys.
Res, 80:2813.

10. Voss, H.D., and Smith, L.G. (1980) Rocket observations of energetic ions in
the nighttime equatorial precipitation zone, Space Res. 20:149.
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Figure 49. Schematic Diagram of the Medium Energy Ion Mass Spectrometer
(IMS-HI)

2 2

EM/q = 20-8000keV-AMU/q . A seventh sensor, located directly in line with

the collimator, measures energetic neutrals (ion rejection is approximately

100 MeV-AMU/q).

The instrument features simultaneous mass and energy analysis at relatively

large geometrical factors (10- 3 to 10 -2 cm -2 ster). Simultaneous measurements
$12 2

of charge states can be identified for each M/q and for the same M/q , in some

cases, within the solid state detector due to dead zone and mass defect energy

losses for equal M/q 2 (for example, 0 + + and He +). Because of the multisensor

design and parallel processing electronics, the dynamic range in flux covered

is approximately six orders of magnitude.

A simulation of the ion separation in a 7-kG magnetic field is shown in the po-

sition-energy diagram of Figure 50. The image plane, S, is defined as the arc

length, beginning at the collimator, for a radius, R=8cm. Solid-state detectors

1-7 are located at angle, 6, of 40', 650, 900, 1150, 140', 165', and 179, re-

spectively. Solid state detectors 1 - 6 are n-type silicon having either 20 or 40

grams cm of gold surface deposit. The neutral and annular detectors are of

p-type silicon to improve light rejection and radiation damage sensitivity. The

mass defect in solid state detectors results from energy loss of non-ionizing nu-

clear collisions within the solid that reduce the efficiency of electronic signal gen-

eration. The mass defect increases with atomic weight of the nuclei in a well un-
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Figure 50. Position-Energy Plot for the Medium Energy Ion Mass Spectrometer
(IMS-HI) for Singly Charged Ions in a 7-kG Magnetic Field

derstood way, and causes further mass separation, with commensurate energy

scatter, for the heavier nuclei.

The magnet section consists of a yoke, pole pieces, and a rare earth perma-

nent magnet. To produce a homogeneous magnetic field of about 7000G in the

5-mm gap and minimize weight, the best commercially available magnetic mate-
rial (SmCo5 with 25 MGOe energy product) is used. The yoke completely sur-

rounds the magnetic field, permitting one to reduce the magnetic resistivity in the

return flux section and to minimize the magnetic stray fields. Shape and dimen-
sions are optimized to save weight and to assure a uniform magnetic induction any-

where within the yoke. The resultant complex shape necessitates the use of nu-

merical machining methods to meet the weight requirement and design goal of

< '- 100 nT magnetic stray field at a distance of 1 meter. A yoke material (Hyper-

co 50) that possesses relatively high permeability (2000-4000) at high induction

levels (20 kG) was chosen. The design weight of the 7-kG flight magnet assembly

is about 5. 7 kilograms.

11. Forcinal, G., Siffert, P., and Coche, A. (1968) Pulse height defects due to
nuclear collisions measured with thin window silicon surface barrier detec-
tor, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci, (NS-15):475.
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4. FUNCTION BLOCK DIAGRAM

A function block diagram of the IMS-HI is shown in Figure 51. Variable pulse

height signals from the ion sensors are each routed for analysis to a peak detector
circuit and analog multiplexer. Each peak detector circuit is allowed to track and

hold the highest peak value for input pulses below the programmable threshold, VT ,

and to hold and stop sampling for input pulses above VT' The sample interval for

each detector is 45/ sec. The read and reset of each peak detector circuit is con-

trolled by the master clock strobes so that a continuous and sequential scan is

made of each detector.

Simultaneous with the reset command, the 256-channel analog-to-digital con-

verter is activated, and the resulting digital pulse height (8 bits) is placed on the

address bus of the energy look-up table. Also placed on the address bus of the

RAM are the 3 bits that specify which detector is being processed. The content of

this memory cell (16 bits) is read into the accumulator, incremented by one, and

then read back into the memory cell. An address counter is then used to sequen-

tially step through the entire RAM for telemetry readout. A data compressor

packs the 16-bit sum into an 8-bit byte for serial interface with the satellite

telemetry.

The two basic modes of instrument operation are Mass Lock and Mass Scan.

In the Mass Scan mode, each of the seven solid state sensors is pulse height anal-

yzed into 256 levels of which 64 intervals are accumulated in memory and read out

every eight seconds. This mode is used to scan all mass peaks within the range of

the sensor relative to the background continuum. In the Mass Lock mode, each of

the seven solid state sensors is pulse height analyzed into 256 levels, of which four

intervals (typically, four ions) are accumulated in memory and read out every half

second. This mode is used for making rapid spectral snapshots of four ions as a

function of pitch angle. Baseline operation of the instrument will be a toggle mode

(32. 768 sec) between the Mass Lock mode and the Mass Scan mode.
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1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The overall scientific objectives of the Experiment for High Energy, Heavy

Nuclei Composition (ONR-604) are (a) to obtain new data on the isotopic and ele-

mental composition of high energy, heavy charged particles to assist in understand-

ing the high energy conversion processes in solar flares; (b) to discover observ-

able solar conditions leading to the explosive phase of a solar flare; and (c) to de-

termine the high energy, heavy ion fluxes in selected regions of the magnetosphere

to determine its importance as a source of radiation damage and "soft upsets" in

electronic devices.

More specifically, the primary objectives of this experiment are: (1) to study
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solar flare energy conversion and high energy particle acceleration mechanisms

on the Sun; (2) to monitor solar flare particle flux levels; (3) to measure the high

energy galactic cosmic ray composition as a "template" for solar flare observa-

tions; and (4) to determine the composition of any heavy ions observed in the mag-

netosphere.

Secondary objectives include: (1) to examine constraints imposed on stellar
nucleosynthesis models and their application to the Sun; (2) to determine parame-

ters for models of the origin, acceleration, and propagation of charged particles

into the Earth's magnetosphere; (3) to study the access of solar particles into the

Earth's magnetosphere; (4) to determine trapping times for particles observed in

the magnetosphere; and (5) to verify by space flight the new technology embodied

in the solid-state position sensing detectors. 1

2. APPLICATIONS

Review papers of the current status of heavy nuclei composition measurements

are in McGuire, 2 Mewaldt, 3 and Simpson. 4 For further details, see also Adams

et al, 5 Dietrich and Simpson, 8o 7 and Anglin et al. 8

1. Lamport, J.E., Mason, G.M., Perkins, M.A., and Tuzzolino, A.J. (1976)
A large area circular position sensitive Si detector, Nucl. Instr, and
Methods 134:71.

2. McGuire, R.E. (1983) The composition, propagation and acceleration of ener-
getic solar particles: A review of United States Research 1979-1982, Rev.
Geophys. Space Phys. 21:305.

3. Mewaldt, R.A. (1980) Spacecraft measurements of the elemental and isotopic
composition of solar energetic particles, in Proc. Conf. Ancient Sun, R.O.
Pcpin, J.A. Eddy, and R.B. Bcrrill, Eds., pp. 81-101.

4. Simpson, J. A. (1983) Elemental and isotopic composition of the galactic cos-
mic rays, Ann, Rev. Nucl, Part. Sci. 33:33.

5. Adams, J.H., Jr., Silberberg, R., and Tsao, C.H. (1981) Cosmic ray effects
on microelectronics, Part I: The near-Earth particle environment, NRL
Memorandum Report 4506.

6. Dietrich, W.F., and Simpson, J.A. (1979) The isotopic and elemental abun-
dances of Neon nuclei accelerated in solar flares, Astrophys. J. Lett.
231:L91.

7. Dietrich, W.F., and Simpson, J.A. (1981) The isotopic composition of Magne-
sium nuclei in solar flares, Astrophys. J. 245:L41.

8. Anglin, J.D., Dietrich, W.F., and Simpson, J.A. (1977) Associations with
large 3 He enrichments, Proc. 15th Internatl. Cosmic Ray Conf. Plovidv 5:43.
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*: 3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

. Figure 52 shows a schematic diagram of the cross-section of the charged par-

ticle telescope. To achieve the high mass resolution needed for isotopic separa-

tion of heavy ions, the trajectory of each charged particle entering the acceptance
cone of the telescope must be measured, both to correct the path length in the

other detectors and to determine the arrival direction of the particles from space.

Position-sensing detctors (PSDs) developed and fabricated at the University of

Chicago measure the trajectory (Figure 53). As shown in the figure. the PSD col-

lects the charge liberated by the passage of the particle with a series of gold

strips on its top surface. This signal is read out through a resistive divider net-

work and compared with the total signal from the detector, obtained from the

charge collected on the back surface contact, to obtain one coordinate of the point

of incidence of the particle. Two sets of PSDs (three per set for redundancy) are

used in the telescope to obtain the trajectory of the particle. Calibration of this

system with accelerator particles shows that the position can be measured to

< 0.1 mm, and the angle of incidence of the particle determined to <10.

WINDOW

01, 02, 03
POSITION SENSING DETECTORS.-
40cm2 X 10001&

D4, D5, D6
POSITION SENSIN4G DETECTORS) D o{D:~ ------ I , D

N.2. 1 5cmX O' PMT 02 or D

KI TO KS
Li-DRIFTED Si DETECTORS ' , D3 or D6

m Ite C ooo 2 X ,
A _11 ______ ORIENTATION OF DETECTOR
Li -DRIFTED Si DETECTOR)- POSITION SENSING STRIPS

i- I.s 18cm2 X I000* 5
1Scm 2 XIOOO

GUARD COUNTER

AAl ae. -8 3.5 cm2 star
(KI) (K2)

Figure 52. Schematic of the Cross Section of the Charged Particle Telescope in

*. the Experiment for High Energy, Heavy Nuclei Composition
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Figure 53. Schematic of the Position Sensing Detector

The charge and mass of each particle is determined by the well known tech-

nique of multiple dE/dx versus residual energy using the measurements provided

by the stack of high quality, 5-mm-thick lithium-drifted silicon detectors, cor-

rected for the trajectory of the individual particle. For this analysis, the particle

must come to rest within the instrument, which determines the energy range for

studying each type of particle. As shown in Figure 52, the entire stack is sur-

rounded by a scintillator guard counter in anticoincidence to eliminate out-of-ge-

ometry events and to eliminate particles that exit from the side of the apparatus.

A ground-commandable operations mode provides detailed analysis of proton and

alpha particle flux levels. Thus, complete measurements can be obtained for any

particle population observed.

To separate isotopes for elements as heavy as nickel, the dE/dx and residual

energy signals must be measured to a precision level of 0. 1 percent. This strin-

gent constraint has been met by developing exceptionally linear, highly stable elec-

tronic circuits to analyze the signals from each detector. Each analysis chain is

individually calibrated, and the entire instrument performance has been evaluated
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with high energy heavy ion beams obtained from the Lawrence Berkeley Labora-

tory Bevalac accelerator.

The performance of each analysis chain is monitored during flight by an on-

board calibrator that sends a sequence of 2000 pulses spanning the entire range of

signal sizes. Further in-flight calibration and normalization are provided by

measurement of galactic cosmic ray events. For these high precision measure-

ments. the temperature must remain stable and constant to within ,-3C over the

orbit. Consequently, the instrument power must be on during 100 percent of the

orbital period.

Because the anticoincidence scintillator guard subtends a large solid angle and

is used in the instrument logic, it must be shielded from the high counting rates

induced by electrons trapped in the magnetosphere. Passive shielding to eliminate

<4MeV electrons is provided by an AZ31B magnesium shield and a tantalum col-

lar. The lower part of the scintillator is located well within the instrument pack-

age and is surrounded on five sides by electronic modules which offer additional

shielding. The backward moving particles are shielded additionally by the space-

craft structure.

For further protection against accumulated radiation damage to the detectors
2_

DI, D2, and D3 (where the average geometrical factor is 87cm -ster), a 3-mm

external aluminum window shield is placed over the telescope. This shield lowers

the magnetospheric integrated proton and electron radiation doses for detectors

Dl, D2, and D3 below their tolerance threshold while moving slightly upwards the

energy intervals for measuring the heavy particles, the main objective of the ex-

periment.

The instrument also measures protons and alpha particles over the energy

range 25-119MeV. In quiet regions of space, a priority system ensures that the

heavy nuclei are analyzed in preference to protons and alphas. In regions of high

background radiation, a commandable heavy particle "normal mode" is invoked.

This raises the thresholds on the detectors Dl through D6 to suppress the high fir-

ing rates induced by trapped protons and electrons while still permitting the rare

heavy ions to be analyzed. In normal mode, the "proton mode" thresholds of de-

tectors Dl through D6 are increased by a factor of 5. 8 and, as a consequence, the

instrument becomes practically insensitive to protons.

Table 19 gives a resume of the ONR-604 vital statistics. Table 20 gives a

summary of telescope geometry data and counting rate measurements. The left

portion shows the maximum incident angle (0 m) from Dl to the bottom of the indi-

cated detector, the geometrical factor through the window to the bottom of each

detector, and the proton energy needed at 00 to penetrate the indicated detector

(see Figure 52). The right portion lists the instrument counting rates, where the

name refers to the detector where the particle comes to rest; the particle deter-
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Table 19. Experiment for High Energy, Heavy Nuclei Composition: Vital Statistics

Weight 32 (+l, -0) lbs

Volume: Package and Telescope 12.0 x 17. 0 x 11.75 in.

Viewing: a) Direction Telescope Axis Normal to
SIC Spin Axis

b) Cone (unobstructed) 93" (Full Angle)

Geometrical Factor 90 to 3 cm2-ster

Power 6. 0 Watts, Average;
Less than 8. 0 Watts, Peak

Bit Rate 360 Bits/Readout
(0. 512 sec readout:

750 WIs at Interface)

Operating Duty Cycle 100%

Energy Range (Isotopes) 25-570 MeV/Nucleon

Charge Range For Isotopic Separation Hydrogen to Nickel

Mass Resolution at Iron U 0. 22 AMU

mining the indicated rate; and the energy interval corresponding to that rate. Pl.
P2. and P3 are used in the internal logic, and their counting rates provide the nor-

malization for the heavy nuclei that are pulse height analyzed. The exact energy

intervals for the different counting rates must be determined by detailed Monte

Carlo studies that include all of the inactive material (detector rings, holders.

hardware. etc) around the telescope within the anticoincidence scintillator. Fi-

nally, each detector's singles counting rate is recorded to monitor detector per-

formance and background levels.

The highest quality isotopic data is obtained for particles stopping in K2 and

below. However, the telescope can also measure particles--

(a) stopping in K1,

(b) stopping in D2-D6, or

(c) penetrating K8.

S. For (a) and (b), the signal from the E contact of the PSDs provides energy

loss information. For events stopping in D2 or D3, the path length uncertainty is

given by sec B where 6 is the maximum angle through the window f 69* for D2.
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Table 20. Experiment for High Energy, Heavy Nuclei Composition: Telescope
Geometry and Counting Rates

Detector Om A Ep Rate Particle A E (proton mode)

(deg) (cm 2 -sr) (MeV) (MeV)

Window -- 379.4 --

DI -- 93.6 28. 3 Dl Protons 24.8- 44.5

D2 87.1 86.6 31.7 D2 i 28.3- 48.2

D3 84.1 80.0 35.1 D4 i 35.1- 43.9

D4 50.0 16.3 36.6 D5 36.6- 45.5

D5 47.9 14.9 38.5 K" 40.0- 59.4

D6 46.0 13.7 40.0 K2 52.0- 70.6

KI 39. 2 7.5 52.0 K3 62.1- 79. 9

K2 36.7 6.4 62.1 K4 " 71.2- 88.5

K3 34.4 5.5 71.2 K5 79. 3- 96.5

K4 32.4 4.8 79. 3 K6 87.0-103.5

K5 30.6 4. 1 87. 0 K7K8 94. 0-116. 9

K6 28. 9 3.6 94. 0 A 107. 5-275

K7 27.4 3.2 100.8 P3 24.8-275

K8 26.1 2.8 107. 5 P2 4He 42 -105

A -- 2.8 108.5 P1 24Mg 127 -352

Note the large geometrical factor for events in Dl. D2, and D3.

which gives a spread of a factor of 2. 8. Thus, Di, D2, and D3 analysis can sepa-

rate protons and helium, but no heavier elements. For particles stopping in D4,

the spread is reduced to a factor of 1.44. For particles stopping in D5-KI, tra-

jectory information is available, and elemental separation is limited only by the
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quality of the E signals from the PSDs. In fact, there is even some isotopic capa-

bility for these events. Finally, the chemical composition of events penetrating

the entire stack can be studied over a limited energy interval.
Figure 54 shows the incident kinetic energy intervals in the telescope corres-

ponding to detector penetration ranges (essentially equal to the energies triggering
1 5the low thresholds in proton mode) for isotopes H through Ni 5 9 . For every iso-

tope, the inclined lines connect the points for zero incidence angle (bottom) with

the points at 300 incidence angle (top).

The ONR-604 has been calibrated in July 1977, April 1978, and July 1979 with

beams of C, Ne, Ar, and Fe particles (with energies such that the particles

stopped in the telescope) accelerated at the Bevatron/Bevalac of the Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory. A final calibration, which will also include protons and

helium nuclei, will be carried out at this facility for integration before delivery.

'DETECTOR -DI D2 D3 4561 K2 3 K4 5 6 78 A'

56Fe

52 Cr 3mm Al Window Shield
4 STi

40Co
se Ar

32S
2aSi

24 Mg

2ONe
160

14N
12 C
lie

'Be

4HeH

20 50 1 500
ENERGY (MeV/N)

Figure 54. Kinetic Energy Intervals for Given Detector Penetration Ranges for
59Isotopes H Through Ni
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4, FUNCTION BLOCK DIAGRAM

Figure 55 is a function block diagram of the instrument electronics. Besides
* t measuring pulse height analysis (PHA). the instrument has internal accumulators

-/i that count and store both single-detector counting rates and coincidence counting

rates (see Table 20); thus, the absolute sampling rate and the absolute flux levels
can be deduced. A priority system ensures that the rare events are preferentially

-' analyzed and stored. A ground commandable operations mode is provided for the

detailed analysis of proton and alpha particle flux levels.

VI'.

b"4
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I. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The primary purpose of the Space Radiation Dosimeter is to measure the radi-

ation dose from both electrons and protons as well as the number of nuclear star

events occurring behind four different thicknesses of aluminum shielding. In addi-

tion, it provides some information on the integral flux of electrons and protons at

energies above the thresholds defined by the shields. The experiment will provide

information on the relationship between the flux of high energy particles incident

to the spacecraft and the actual radiation dose to which microelectronic compo-

nents are exposed. This information is necessary for determining the relationship

between variations in the Earth's radiation belts and the behavior and lifetime of

microelectronic components.

.%
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2. APPUCATION

The basic measurement technique is to determine the amount of energy depos-
ited in a simple solid state detector from particles with sufficient energy to pene-
trate an omnidirectional aluminum shield of known thickness. Numerous detectors
of this type have been flown since the early 1960s. 1, 2, 3, 4. 5 Most of these, how-
ever, have concentrated on measuring the integral flux of particles above the
threshold rather than the dose. Only recently have results been reported for in-

6
struments that measure the dose from all types of radiation.

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

Figure 56 is a schematic drawing of one'of the four sensors of the Space Radi-
ation Dosimeter. 7 The active measuring element is a solid state p-i-n diffused
junction silicon semiconductor with a guard ring. The specific devices are from
the YAG series manufactured by EG & G, Inc. With these devices, we are able to
set a threshold of 50 keV for the energy deposition, allowing us to detect both the

-' high energy particles and most of the bremsstrahlung produced in the shield with-
* out compromising on orbit lifetime. Although many detectors in the past have used

"volume"-type devices (detection area dimensions comparable with device thick-
ness), the devices we use are of the planar type (detection area dimension larger
than thickness). This choice most nearly models real microelectronic components
that are primarily planar.

Each device is mounted behind a hemispheric aluminum shield. The aluminum

1. Mozer, F.S., Elliott, D.D., Mihalov, J.D., Paulikas, G.A., Vampola, A. L.,
and Freden, S.C. (1963) Preliminary analysis of the fluxes and spectrums of
trapped particles after the nuclear test of July 9, 1962, J. Geophys. Res.
68:641.

2. Paulikas, G.A., and Freden, S.C. (1964) Precipitation of energetic electrons
into the atmosphere, J. Geophys. Res. 69:1239.

3. Paulikas, G.A., Blake, J.B., and Imamoto, S.S. (1975) ATS energetic par-
ticle radiation measurement at synchronous altitude, IEEE Trans. Aerospace
and Electronic Systems (AES-LI) 6:1138.

4. Gary, S.A., and Cashian, R.E. (1971) Solar Proton Monitor for TIROS-M and
ITOS Spacecraft, COM-73-10138.

5. Grubb, R. M. (1975) The SMS/GOES Space Environment Monitor Sub-System.
NOAA TM ERL SEL-42.

6. Pruett, B.G. (1980) Comparison of DMSP and NTS-2 dosimeter measurements
with predictions, J. Spacecraft 17:270.

7. Sellers, B., Kelliher, R., Hanser, F.A., and Morel, P.R. (1981) Design,
Fabrication, Calibration, Testing and Satellite Integration of a Space adia-
tion Dosimeter, AFGL-TR-81-0354, AD A 113085.
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Figure 56. Schematic Diagram of One of the Four Sensors of the Space Radiation
Dosimeter

shields are chosen to provide electron energy thresholds for the four sensors of

1, 2.5, 5, and 10MeV, and for protons of 20, 35, 51, and 75MeV. The 1-MeV
2

threshold sensor has a detector area of 0. 051 cm , and the remaining three each
2

have areas of 1. 00 cm . Particles that penetrate the shield and bremsstrahlung

produced in the shield that impact the active element will both deposit energy in

the device, producing a charge pulse. The charge pulse is shaped and amplified.

The pulse height is proportional to the energy deposition in the detector.

Energy depositions between 50 keV and 1 MeV are summed to give the low lin-

ear energy transfer (LOLET) dose; depositions between I MeV and 10 MeV are

summed to give the-igh linear energy transfer (HILET) dose; and depositions

above -40 MeV are counted as very high linear energy transfer (VHLET) events.

The LOLET dose comes primarily from electrons, high energy protons (above

100-200 MeV), and bremsstrahlung. The HI-,ET dose is primarily from protons

below 100-200 MeV. The VHLET dose com . from nuclear star interactions of

high energy protons, from heavier cosmic rays, and from the very small percent-

age of trapped radiation particles that have long path lengths in the detectors.

The dose is taken to be directly proportional to the total energy deposited in

the detector. Each pulse is analyzed to determine whether it will be counted for

electron or proton dose or a nuclear star event. The pulse height is then digitized
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and added to the sum of all other pulse heights measured in the accumulation in-

terval. In addition, the total number of pulses measured in the accumulation in-

terval is also recorded for both electrons and ions, Without significant brem-

sstrahlung, this number of counts should be directly proportional to the integral

flux of electrons and ions above the threshold produced by the aluminum shield.

We believe that the two lowest threshold detectors should provide both good

flux and dose determinations, while the two remaining detectors will provide pri-

marily dose data.

4. FUNCTION BLOCK DIAGRAM

A function block diagram is shown in Figure 57. where data flows from top to

bottom. Particles or bremsstrahlung incident on the solid state component pro-

duce a charge proportional to the deposited energy. This charge is injected into a

preamplifier. The resultant outputs are analog pulses with a peak voltage propor-

tional to the injected charge. This analog signal is fed to the digitizer, which

classifies the pulse as electron-, proton-, or nuclear star-induced, based on the
level of deposited energy. Once classified, the peak voltage is quantized by 16
levels. In addition, for each event classified, a counter for electrons, protons,

or nuclear stars is incremented. The pulses from the quantized peak voltage are

fed to four additional counters, two for normal electron and proton dose, and one

for calibration. The outputs from these counters are then multiplexed into the

4, satellite telemetry.
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19. The MOS Dosimeter (AFGL-701-3)

by

Leon S. August and James C. Ritter
Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, D.C. 20375

1. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The objective of the Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) Dosimeter is to meas-

ure integrated dose, D, as a function of depth in aluminum. Radiation soft PMOS

transistors are placed beneath various thicknesses of aluminum to get the desired

dose-depth curve. The integrated dose is determined by measuring the shift in

transistor threshold voltage. The relationship between shift in threshold voltage

and D is determined with a calibrated radiation source. usually Co-60 gamma rays.

2. APPLICATION

The first space-qualified integrating radiation dosimeter using a special MOS
transistor was introduced by Holmes-Siedle as a consequence of work aimed at un-

derstanding and reducing the degradation of logic circuits containing MOS devices.

High energy positive charges became stably trapped in the transistor, changing

the threshold voltage for operation. For a P channel MOS, a direct measurement
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of the threshold voltage can be made in a constant current circuit. Specifically, it

is the voltage intercept at a drain current of 10 pA. 1

PMOS transistors can operate as a dosimeter in two ways. As originally de-

signed, 1 the upper limit for expected total dose is 30 krad. A positive gate bias

makes possible a total-dose measurement of 50 krad. 2 Extensive modification

with source, drain, and gate grounded during irradiation but read out normally

can increase the total-dose upper limit to 2. 5 Mrad. 3

In the package to be flown, four sensors (PMOS transistors) will be operated

at positive gate biases. By using different thicknesses of aluminum above the sen-

sors, a measure of the Intcgrated doses caused primarily by electrons and protons

at different depths is obtainable. This information is of substantial interest since

even radiation soft devices flown in space survive for much longer than would be

predicted from labcratory experiments and from the integrated dose predictions of

the currently accepted space radiation models.

The integrated doses resulting primarily from electrons and protons can be

compared with the calculations based on the currently employed space radiation

models and the models to be developed based on the SPACERAD results. These

results can also be compared with the results from the AFGL dosimeter (AFGL-

701-2).

3. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

Measurement of the integrated dose is very simple. The parameter measured

is the shift in threshold voltage, which is related to dose according to the relation-

ship AV T = R A D. Since the threshold cannot be reset during flight, the total

shift is measured as a function of time, and therefore provides a measure of inte-

grated flux. In the above expression, 1R and A are constants to be determined in

the laboratory. The closest similar technology is thermoluminescent dosimeters

(TLDs). However, using TLDs in space does not appear practical.

4. FUNCTION BLOCK DIAGRAM

The principal circuit employed in the MOS dosimeter is illustrated in the

1. Adams, L., and Holmes-Siedle, A. (1978) The development of an MOS dosi-
meter for use in space, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-25:1607.

2. August, L.S. (1982) Estimating and reducing errors in MOS dosimeters caused
by exposure to different radiations, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-29:2000.

3. August, L.S. (1984) Design criteria for a high-dose MOS dosimeter for use in
space, IEEE Trans. Nuci. Sc. NS-31:801.
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block diagram (Figure 58). The circuit provides the needed positive gate bias dur-

ing the expose mode of operation and the constant current from source to drain

through the PMOS transistor that determines the threshold voltage in the read

mode. Similar circuits exist for each of the four PMOS transistors. VA is the

analog voltage output that falls in the range from 0 to 5 V that is telemetered and

from which the threshold voltage is determined.

In the expose mode, VREG is shorted to ground. and the offset voltage of the

-r

VREG

aR,

V G P S

FtrD 
TRANSISTOR
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Figure 58. Function Block Diagram for the MOS Dosimeter
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11. 4 V.

In the read mode. the source to drain current flowing through the PMOS tran-

sistor is regulated by the output of Al. which is applied to the PMOS gate. Current

regulation is achieved as follows: The drain voltage. VD, of the PMOS transistor
is applied to the positive (noninverting) input of A . The output of the operational

amplifier Al seeks a level such that VD is equal to the voltage at the negative (in- 

€" verting) input to Al. The R's are resistors.
Fnurther details pertaining to the flight instrument and circuitry are discussed

by August et al.4
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